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While the extraordinary popularity of ruin imagery in 
eighteenth century France is well known to art historians, it 
has remained a largely unstudied, and thus misunderstood, 
cultural phenomenon. The profusion of ruin pictures and 
ruinous garden pavilions during the Enlightenment is general-
ly interpreted as symptomatic of the emotional febrility and 
escapist perversity of a society bogged down in decadence. 
The popularity of ruins as motifs of interior decoration is 
taken as proof of the reign of rococo frivolity. 
The present study seeks to bring into focus how eight-
eenth century artists, connoisseurs and writers themselves 
felt about their ruin imagery. This examination is called 
for because the evidence of documents, literary sources and 
the art itself overwhelmingly suggests that ruins were consid-
ered to be symbolic of nature's regenerative vitality and 
wholesomeness. To the contemporary viewer, therefore, the 
experience of a ruin was an antidote to, not a symptom of, 
social and personal lethargy. 
Early signs of the new iconographical trends appear in 
the art of students at the French Academy in Rome and were 
probably influenced by the commitments to ecclesiastical and 
cultural reform expressed by Italian ruinists associated with 
the academy. Ruins had a longstanding association in visual 
imagery and literature with the contemplative life, intellec-
tual insights and poetic inspiration; in the eighteenth cen-
tury, to frequent ruin settings implied a rejection of hypoc-
risy, pomposity and spiritual complacency. 
In France, catastrophes, urban renewal projects and the 
Revolution created "fresh" ruins which, even more poignantly 
than ancient ruins, illustrated the transience of life. 
Images of these modern ruins clearly embodied the unstable 
blend of anxiety, excitement, hope and resignation with which 
French society watched the shirlwind of change sweeping their 
country toward the year 1800. 
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Among the major categories of visual imagery, ruins have 
been the subject of one of the most persistent and pervasive 
taboos. Decaying architecture has never gained totalrespect-
ability as material for artistic representation. Contem-
plation of ruins arouses suspicions of perversity or cruelty 
however attractive the ruin may be. Even Henry James, a 
most lucid observer of the psychological paradoxes of western 
man, betrayed a typically uneasy and ambivalent attitude to-
ward ruin sensibility. "To delight in the aspects of 
sentient ruin might appear a heartless pastime," he wrote, 
"and the pleasure, I confess, shows the note of perversity."l 
Because western ideals, inherited from classical Greece, 
place stability, durability and unity on a special pedestal 
of value, the pleasure of contemplating architecture in dis-
solution, although almost universally enjoyed, remains never-
theless a universal subject of embarrassment. 
The eighteenth century had an absolutely extraordinary 
fondness for ruins and ruin imagery and it is not surprising 
that the period has been both openly and implicitly berated 
f 
. . 2 or ~t ever s~nce. Eighteenth century studies have custom-
arily interpreted the popularity of ruins in demeaning or 
sensationalized ways: as either an exemplification of Rococo 
capriciousness or a symptom of the febrile escapism of melan-
2 
cholic, thrill-seeking aristocrats. The ~xistence of vast 
numbers of ruin images in paintings, prints and decorative 
schemes has never really been a subject of serious inquiry, a 
fact which suggests that, by force of sheer quantity, ruin 
imagery has been presumed to be void of meaningful iconog-
I 
raphy. Pictorial cliches executed by rote did, of course, 
appear in abundance; yet it can be demonstrated that through-
out the century ruins retained a serious symbolic appeal to 
artists and connoisseurs alike. 
A fruitful examination of the evidence of ruin sensibil-
ity in French literature from the Renaissance to Romanticism 
has recently been published by Roland Mortier. 3 His study 
touches on every significant facet of meaning associated with 
the use of ruins as a motif of verbal expression in the 
eighteenth century and presents a wealth of superbly chosen 
and analyzed illustrative texts. His judgments regarding the 
general development of the ruin theme will doubtlessly prove 
all but definitive over the years, but at the same time, the 
strictly literary character of his approach underlines the 
need for a companion study from the perspective of art his-
tory. Mortier as much as acknowledges this need himself in 
regard to the awakening of ruin sensibility in the sixteenth 
century when, as he recognizes, the visual expression of the 
ruin theme seems to have preceded or at least developed con-
temporaneously with the literary. 4 In the eighteenth century, 
the role of the visual arts was certainly a no less signifi-
cant factor in the emerging awareness of ruinous beauty. 
The very word "picturesque", so often used to describe the 
3 
literary effects achieved by Diderot, Rousseau, Delille, 
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre and other writers dealing with ruin 
imagery, indicates that their efforts were aimed at expres-
sing feelings which pictures had already embodied in illu-
sionistic terms. It is, moreover, no coincidence that the 
most important literary reflections on the phenomenon of 
architectural ruin appeared either in art criticism, such as 
Diderot's Salons, or other forms of art-related prose and 
I .' 
poetry such a's the abbe Delille' s Les Jardins and Cerutti's 
Les Jardins de Betz. 
That a strong tradition of ruin imagery in the plastic 
arts should appear along with and actively encourage a paral-
lel literary development is not at all difficult to under-
stand on principle. Ruins, as Mortier's study makes mani-
festly obvious, have maintained a place in the repertory of 
artistic and literary themes primarily because of their ad-
mirable visual features. Renaissance humanists alluded to 
the vestiges of ancient architecture in their hymns to Roman 
grandeur because they had been moved by looking at them. 
Even the moralizing clergy, while indicting the vanities of 
man through reference to the spoiled monuments of paganism, 
paid tribute, though unconsciously, to the visual appearance 
of the ruins. Roman antiquities made superlative vanit~s 
emblems because even in their "deplorable state" they were 
clearly vestiges of superlative architectural creation. A 
ruin that was unimpressive could no more serve as an effec-
. \ 
tive vanltas motif than it could as a reminder of ancient 
genius. 
4 
Classical and Christian intellectual traditions contin-
ued nevertheless to inhibit the ability of writers to dis-
cover and appreciate the beauty of ruined buildings. 5 Paint-
ers, however, perhaps because they were less tutored and less 
burdened by professional traditions regarding subject matter, 
appear to have been able to transmit the aesthetic pleasures 
of ruins with little restraint since the mid-sixteenth cen-
tury. Drawings of Roman monuments such as Martin Heems-
kerck's might indeed be valuable as accurate archaeological 
documentation, but there can be no doubt that the artist and 
his patrons found the ruins beautiful in themselves. One has 
only to look at the drawings themselves (fig. 1) to see that, 
though the artist was perhaps dwelling on the past, he had 
also discovered evocatively beautiful objects. Heemskerck 
even anticipated the eighteenth century custom of depicting 
an artist sketching the ruins in situ (fig. 2). Perhaps an 
advertisement for the authenticity of his ruin imagery, it 
was also a tribute to the absorbing interest that ruins held 
for artists, however oblivious literary classicists may have 
remained to their appeal. 
The problems encountered in the art history of ruin 
sensibility are not, therefore, concerned with determining 
when a heightened sensitivity to the beauty of dilapidated 
architecture first manifested itself. Roman mural paintings 
suggest that it happened as early as the Augustan period. 
Instead, the problem is to explain which intellectual, cul-
tural and historical pressures gave ruin paintings a suffi-
ciently urgent appeal at certain times so that the tradition-
5 
al taboos against the idea of ruinous beauty could be chal-
lenged and transcended. The eighteenth century was such a 
time. The changes in ruin imagery of this period did not oc-
cur because of a loss of iconographical force but, to the 
contrary, because of developments in ideas and current events 
whose significance could be translated into pictures of arch-
itectural transience. To Diderot, the literary source of la 
t 
poetique des ruines, and to many of his contemporaries, the 
fate of ruined buildings suggested the existence of vital 
forces in nature which were considered the source of soci-
ety's, and the individual's, vitality. The ruin became an 
emblem of progress, of "creative destruction" (to borrow a 
term from the economist Joseph Schumpeter) in a world whose 
institutions seemed to have ceased to function and whose 
psychic health was believed in peril. 
CHAPTER II 
ROME AND FRENCH RUIN PAINTERS AT MID-CENTURY 
The city of Rome and Italian schools of painting exerted 
a powerful influence on French ruin imagery in the eighteenth 
century as they had since the Renaissance, but the influence 
took various forms, some less obvious than others. The most 
notable stimulus in the age of the Enlightenment was perhaps 
the market for veduti which tourists bought as souvenirs of 
their stay in the Eternal City. A large portion of these 
were supplied by students and teachers at the French Academy 
such as Hubert Robert, Jean-Laurent Le Geay and Charles-Louis 
I 
Clerisseau. Veduti with ruins had appeared as early as the 
sixteenth century - those, for example, of late Renaissance 
I 
"Romanists" like Etienne Du Perac (fig. 3), and seventeenth 
century classicists like Claude Lorrain (fig. 4) - so the 
genre was in no way new, just the number of specialists prac-
tieing it. The quantity of production in the eighteenth cen-
tury might suggest that ruin images had become little more 
than deluxe postcards acquired for the sake of archeological 
curiosity or sentimentality, but to dismiss them as decor-
ation or topographical records, void of iconographical sig-
nificance, is to ignore an important issue in the history of 
taste. 6 
.0 
The trip to Rome was a sort of humanist pilgrimage whose 
memories had a special importance. The ruins of Rome stood 
as symbolic exemplars of nobility: their beauty had trans-
cended the adversities of fate and they embodied the spirit 
of a period of history which had enjoyed unrivalled political 
strength and genius. 7 More than ever, the ruins were seen in 
the eighteenth century as quasi-religious relics; that is as 
material links with the past which produced salutary effects 
on the psyche of the beholder through visual and sensuous ex-
perience.8 Even though, as Mortier points out, their appeal 
was theoretically attributed to the ideality of the original 
building, not to the ruined condition, the fact remains that 
the contemplation of ruins and ruin imagery had come to be 
considered healthy, or at least worthwhile. 9 The wholesome-
ness of the experience was so accepted that one of the most 
industrious men of the eighteenth century, the due de 
Choiseul, Louis XV's minister of state and a former ambassa-
dor to Rome, had ruin paintings by Robert hanging on the 
walls of his study in proximity to a portrait of the king 
(fig. 5). Choiseul thereby affirmed his dual loyalty: to 
France, and to the lofty principles of stoic humanism inher-
ited from Antiquity and embodied in the ruins. 10 
Favorable conditions in the art market, however, only 
partially account for the phenomenal outpouring of ruin imag-
ery in Rome by mid-century. The independent motivation of 
artists requires comment too. The intense atmosphere of 
architectural innovation at the French Academy of Rome about 
1750 has received considerable attention over the past few 
decades since it was first discovered to have engendered the 
so-called "revolutionary" architectural style later developed 
by Boull~e and Ledoux. 11 In all likelihood, the high-minded 
seriousness and sense of purpose which fostered the revo-
lution in building concepts also encouraged ruin sensibility. 
The link between the two activities is not one of formal 
similarity but instead of shared impetus. Ruinists and arch-
itects were both concerned about what appeared to be a weak-
ening of creative drive in France and their reformatory zeal 
encouraged both grandiose architectural visions and study of 
ruins. Interestingly many of the young architects themselves 
did ruin pictures having little archeological or technical 
value. The picturesque views of decrepit structures done, 
I 
for example, by Le Geay (fig. 6), Clerisseau (fig. 7) and, 
later, Pierre-Adrien P~ris (fig. 8), among many others, prove 
that the pleasures of a belle ruine had been reconciled with 
the seriousness of one's calling as an architect. There is 
reason to believe, in fact, that ruins had acquired widely 
understood iconographic connections with causes of insti~ 
tutional and social reform early in the century, which would 
have given them special importance as subject matter for 
study by enthusiastic students. 
Italian ruin painters must be briefly discussed to ex-
plain the connection. Venetians like the Tiepolo family con-
tributed to the popularity of the genre of ruin painting in 
the early years of the century, but closer to the French 
Academy were the ruinists Giambattista Piranesi and Gian 
Paolo Panini. 12 Both worked literally in the shadow of An-
9 
tiquity and perhaps for that reason showed a particularly 
marked awareness of the cultural decline of their country. 
Each in his own way appears to have been seriously committed 
to cultural and social reform, and because of their close 
personal and professional ties with the French Academy, their 
artistic crusade was doubtlessly known by the heady youths in 
the Palazzo Mancini. 
The emotional and formal power of Piranesi's ruin imag-
ery has been acclaimed since his own day, but it is crucial 
to understand his motives to do ruin imagery in the first 
place. Abundant evidence is available regarding Piranesi's 
dissatisfaction with contemporary Roman society. An archi-
teet by training, he once attributed his work as a print mak-
er to his need for a surrogate activity in a period of medi-
13 ocrity such as his own. Numerous statements make it evi-
dent, moreover, that he considered the drift of contemporary 
taste towards meticulous Neo-classicism as inimical to crea-
tivity.14 It is well known that he used ruin imagery as a 
means of propagandizing the greatness and aesthetic primacy 
of native Etruscan art, in opposition to the theories of 
Wincklemann, LeRoy and circles of hellenophiles throughout 
15 Europe. But his polemics were aimed at a second, larger 
audience as well: his fellow countrymen. By demonstrating 
the infinite superiority of their forbears, Piranesi hoped to 
belittle the pettiness of contemporary life in Rome (fig.9). 
Frustrated social critics in the eighteenth century often 
called upon heroes of the past to reproach modern day cor-
ruption and to edify the enlightened. Voltaire, for example, 
10 
brought back Henry IV and Louis XIV to witness the sterility 
of their country under the regime of Louis xv. 16 Being an 
architect, Piranesi naturally summoned ancient architects and 
the visible testaments to their genius. His imagery was in 
essence no more escapist than Voltaire's historical studies 
since it was as involved with reform as the pamphlets of any 
P . . h"l h 17 ar~slan p ~ osop e. 
Panini, a professor of perspective at the academy, like-
wise used ruins in ways that suggest a concern for social and 
religious reform. His ruin pictures with philosophers ex-
pounding or early Christian apostles preaching (figs. 10, 11) 
are not fully explainable in traditional iconographical 
terms. Renaissance precedence suggested noble architectural 
settings such as that found in ~aphael's School of Athens. 
The Baroque period maintained this tradition of relating wis-
dom to orderly, lofty structures. Panini's choice of setting 
might be explained as a device to set off by contrast the 
presence of a philosophical or spiritual leader who, figura-
tively speaking, transcends the state of ruin. This explan-
ation is unsatisfying, however, first because the central 
figure does not overpower the scene, and secondly, because 
the fragmented architecture is handsome in detail, monumental 
and not apparently degraded. In these pictures, philosophy 
does not symbolically transcend nature, nor does religion 
triumph over paganism. To the contrary, the relationship of 
central figure to setting is one of harmony, an interrelation-
ship which yields the true meaning of the images. 
Presumably both philosopher and apostle are meant to 
11 
have willingly chosen to expound in a ruin setting, which 
means that Panini felt a ruin setting could symbolize truths 
not apparent in a building intact. Traditional humanistic 
themes readily explain the symbolism. The monumental beauty 
of the ruin complements the moral strength of the philoso-
phers whose virtue will also endure the ravages of time. The 
ruin setting is also an unpretentious one, implying a simplic-
ity of spirit - a sort of fundamentalism - on the part of men 
endowed with wisdom which renders them aloof from the pompous 
grandeur of established church architecture and ceremony. In 
its simplicity and relative closeness to nature, such a ruin 
setting is the urban approximation of a forest scene. Final-
ly, since such a setting is a-historical - neither Paul nor 
any pagan philosophers expostulated among ruins - the event 
is related as a timeless one. The artist was not expressing 
nostalgia for an irretrievable past but instead seems to have 
been moved to express a vision of timeless moral fortitude 
. . . . . h . 18 
germ~nat~ng, or re-germ~nat~ng, ~n t e ruins. 
To recognize the reformatory urges implicit in images of 
this kind is to understand the roots of eighteenth century 
Neo-classicism. The movement began as an antidote to tend-
encies of mediocrity and decadence and it sought ultimate re-
generation of society and art through absorption of the 
spirit of Antiquity. Its conception was not without mystical 
19 overtones. The moralizing tenor of Panini's ruin pictures 
reflects an interest in ruins divorced to a new degree from 
archaeology. Together with Pira~esi he may be said to have 
initiated the sub-genre of "inspirational" as opposed to 
12 
"antiquarian" ruins. 
The spiritual connotation of the word "inspirational" 
makes it an especially apt label for the new kind of ruin 
painting done in eighteenth century Rome. Artists since An-
tiquity have frequently indicated their sources of inspir-
ation in self-portraits - Saint Luke painting the Virgin, the 
artist and his model, etc. - and many French artists in Rome, 
like Heemskerck before them, left numerous sketches of them-
selves raptly absorbed in the study of ruins. While capricci 
often depicted connoisseurs idly sightseeing on the Grand 
Tour, drawings like Hubert Robert's Artist sketching an urn 
in front of the Coliseum (fig. 12), or Claude-Louis Chate-
/ 
let's Artist sketching with Abbe de Saint-Non (fig. 13), pre-
sent men working in earnest. These men had a sense of mis-
sion and enthusiasm for ruins which should not be confused 
with the playfulness of much Rococo decorative imagery in the 
North. While in Paris, Boucher (fig. 14) might have set the 
Temple of the Sybil from Tivoli next door to a Flemish barn-
yard to delight Parisian tastes for the picturesque, in Rome, 
ruin imagery was serious business. 
A stumbling block to a full appreciation of ruin imagery 
of this period has been the fact that ruins often figured as 
motifs in interior decoration. Here an exception must be 
made to the deadly truism of art history that holds that dec-
orative art must always be void of iconographical signifi-
cance. A single exception will prove the point - the ruin 
~ ' decor designed by Clerisseau in the convent Trinita dei Monti 
in Rome (fig. 15). 
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When Thomas McCormick and John Fleming first published 
this ruin room in 1962, they reached a brilliant conclusion, 
though facetiously, in suggesting that Wincklemann, who ad-
mired the room, might have enjoyed such a study for himself 
since he "would doubtless have found it an inspiring atmos-
phere in which to write his Versuch einer Allegorie besonders 
fur die Kunst of 1766". 20 It is safe to say that, indeed, he 
would have. Contemporary documents discovered by McCormick 
and Fleming state that the room was in fact a study, furn-
ished with a desk in the form of a sarcophagus, with niches 
for books and with furniture "d'un nouveau genre" (presumably 
a l'antique). Also found was a Hermitage drawing of the room 
,; 
on which Clerisseau had written that it was meant to repre-
/ 
sent "le debris d'un temple antique dont on suppose qu'un 
hermite a voulu faire son habitation". 21 The men who commis-
' sioned the room, Peres Jacquier and Lesueur, although very 
studious, were hardly quaint hermits. Both were intellectu-
als and Newton scholars who played host to nearly every intel-
1 . t · "t to Rome.
22 Th · d th f lgen VlSl or e ruln ecor seems, ere ore, 
to have been a joke, all the more humorous in that hermits 
really did inhabit various ruin sites around the city. The 
humor, though, was neither as self-denigrating nor silly as 
it might at first seem. 
Any visitor aware of the current interest in Neo-clas-
sicism and to some degree acquainted with the deistic persu-
asion of Newton scholars in general, would have quickly und-
erstood his hosts' astute conceit: the simulated ruin was 
a sort of deistic chape1. 23 The durability of antique beauty 
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in the midst of material decay was reassurance that underly-
ing the flux of empirical phenomena was a divine order whose 
beauty could be perceived by a cultured sensitivity. The 
beauty of a ruin was ideologically appealing to deists be-
cause of its freedom from association with dogma of any kind: 
a ruined temple, reclaimed by nature, was neigher pagan nor 
Christian. It was a testament to genius of a higher, non-
denominational order. An environment of ruins, as suggested 
already in regard to pictures done by Piranesi and Panini, 
was believed to confer upon the willing soul a state of moral 
and intellectual grace. That it might also have provided 
sensuous pleasure in no way compromised its seriousness. 
Instead, it confirmed the belief widely held in the middle 
of the eighteenth century that the useful and the agreeable 
were ultimately reconcilable. 
Informed intellectuals of Jacquier's and Lesueur's cali-
ber surely knew the literary and artistic tradition of inspi-
rational ruins to which their ruin room belonged. The his-
tory of the inspirational ruin stretches too far back in time 
to be fully dealt with here, but a few examples of the motif 
will be worthwhile studying so that persistent themes might 
stand out more clearly. 
Petrarch, as Mortier notes, was astonishingly ahead of 
his time in the affection he displayed for ruins. The four-
teenth century was a period during which the remains of the 
Forum were regarded with hostile contempt, superstition and 
fear, yet this poet fully appreciated the inspirational at-
mosphere of a ruin. As a young man, he frequently strolled 
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about or sat with friends among the vestiges of ancient Rome 
and there felt, as Mortier points out, a particular inclin-
ation to discuss history and philosophy. His liking for idle 
solitude among ruins is correctly interpreted by Mortier who 
notes that "Petrarch aime la v~rite', non pas les sectes. "24 
Like Jacquier and Lesueur, four hundred years later, Petrarch 
enjoyed contemplation amidst ruins because they were free 
from rigid doctrinal associations. He appears to have never 
sought the same kind of imaginative stimulation in the many 
magnificent Christian monuments of Europe although he held 
many of them in high regard. 
For Petrarch, ruins were a place for a "promenade sans 
but", for repose and passive contemplation, not for study and 
work. Later scholars and artists do seem, however, to have 
mused upon the idea of setting up shop in the ruins. Not-
able evidence of this fantasy is the frontispiece to the 
1556 edition of the Barbaro translation of I Dieci Libri Dell' 
Architettura diM. Vitruvio (fig. 16). 25 An architect-
genius absorbed in contemplation of the geometry of the uni-
verse is seated in a ruin resembling the Coliseum. A com-
' plement of vanitas motifs lies about in disarray recalling 
sixteenth century melancholia emblems such as the famous 
.. 
print of Albrecht Durer. As in melancholia imagery, the 
presence of musical instruments, the war machinery, the clock 
and other objects denoting active human endeavors emphasizes 
the aloofness of the contemplative genius from worldly con-
cerns. Since this particular image is the frontispiece for 
an ancient treatise on architecture, it is unlikely, however, 
16 
that the ruin setting was meant as an object of disdain. It 
quite evocatively suggests, in fact, that meditation among 
the ruins would be particularly conducive to profound in-
sights. The ruin, therefore, has inspirational overtones. 
The cult of the genius, so important as an artistic 
credo in the sixteenth century, makes the absence of books 
from the work desk of this thinker a noteworthy detail. The 
genius works from direct inspiration in visual terms, not 
with the orderly, laborious method of the bookish scholar. 
His meditation among the ruins might be called an alternate 
route to wisdom and insight for those with visual aptitudes. 
Ruins and elements of the grotesque were associated by 
certain late Renaissance and early Baroque artists and writ-
ers with unorthodox experiences leading to spiritual illumin-
ation. These trends are easily patronized as indulgence in 
perverse fantasy when in fact they represent an abiding 
tradition of, as yet, largely undecipherable mystical alle-
gory based on experiences of altered states of consciousness. 
An intriguing instance of poetry which professed the belief 
that irrational visions revealed truths inaccessible to the 
scholarly intellect is Saint-Amant's famous poem, La Solitude, 
f 1624 h . . 1 . 1 26 o , w ere ruln lmagery p ays a maJor ro e. 
This poem epitomizes, and nearly caricatures by its 
extremism, the quest for insight through the visual experi-
ence of ruins and the macabre. Rich in murky images of ru-
" ined chateaux haunted by owls, bats and assorted creatures of 
the night, and spiced with terrifying details such as tombs, 
corpses and memories of physical violence - including suicide 
17 
- this orgy of the imagination justifies itself in the very 
last verse. Saint-Amant begins it: 
"0 que j 'aime la solitude! 
C'est l'element des bons esprits, 
C'est par elle que j'ai compris 27 L'art d'Apollon sans nulle etude, " 
He states that through solitude and its bizarre experiences 
the individual gains enlightenment without the dreariness of 
, 
ordinary study: "l'art d'Apollon sans nulle etude", He con-
siders his plunge into the macabre as a sign of a healthy 
.. / 
mind; "C'est l'element des bons esprits". In the remainder 
of the stanza, he implies that he seeks this kind of illum-
ination for love of a muse: 
"Je l'aime (i.e. solitude) pour l'amour de toi, 
Connaissant que ton humeur l'aime, 
Mais quand je pense bien a moi 
Je la hais pour la raison meme: 
Car elle pourrait me ravir 28 L'heur de te voir et te servir." 
This poetic invocation of the muse is important because it 
implies modesty, even self-effacement, on the part of this 
I 
habitue of ruin settings. He is attracted there, at least 
nominally, through self-renunciation for the sake of a higher 
truth symbolized by his muse. Thus while the ruin may be an 
"absence" in the eyes of worldly and literal thinkers, it is 
held by the visionary and the genius to have a wholesome ef-
feet on the psyche granting enlightenment. 
The association of wisdom with a ruin setting appears 
again in the early seventeenth century in a canvas entitled 
Allegory of the Human Soul by Simon Vouet (fig. 17), where 
personifications of the intellectual faculties are seated in 
1 . 29 a nocturna ru~n. Vouet's painting marks the official 
18 
appropriation and codification of a much older visionary meta-
phor. The ruin is no longer staffed with demons but with per-
~ 
fectly understandable figures right out of Cesare Ripa's hand-
book of emblems. Key poetic elements nevertheless survived 
the alterations. The night atmosphere suggests that wisdom 
sees where others are blinded (in the dark), while the ruin 
refers to wisdom's remoteness from the world of human arti-
fice, and being of indistinct age, to wisdom's timelessness. 
When, therefore, Jacquier and Lesueur commissioned the 
ruin room, it was to present themselves as broadminded, unpre-
tentious sages freed from the cosmetic superficialities of 
the ordinary world. They were classicist bohemians holding 
communion with a genus locus, the spirit of nature abiding in 
ruins. Newtonian physics had convinced them 'that empirical 
phenomena such as motion, time and decay could reveal ulti-
mate truths to minds rightly attuned, and the ruin room was 
designed to be conducive to such a state of moral and intel-
lectual well being. While the decor of Christian chapels 
traditionally referred to rebirth of the soul in a felicitous 
afterlife, the decor of the deist chapel celebrated a moral 






TIME, NATURE AND THE HOUSE OF MAN: THE PRE-ROMANTIC RUIN 
Traditional reverence for classical art, together with 
the increased tourist travel by Frenchmen to Rome in the 
eighteenth century, only partly explain the phenomenal popu-
larity of ruin imagery north of the Alps. The Age of Enlight-
enment displayed such an unusual affection for ruins that 
other factors were certainly involved. Emotional responses 
to the sight of decaying buildings were of such varied char-
acter and intensity that whatever thematic common denomin-
ators there may have been are discerned only with consider-
able effort. Sentiments ranged in degree of intensity from 
the gentle melancholy elicited by picturesque garden ruins to 
the terror and awe inspired by the gigantic visions of Hubert 
Robert's paintings. 30 By contrast, ruins of scenographic de-
signs and decorative objects generally evoked a rococo spirit 
of childlike delight. If executed, however, in a more sober 
/ \ 
manner, as in Clerisseau's room at Trinita dei Monti, ruins 
could also evoke an atmosphere of serene and philosophical de-
tachment. No simple iconographical formula existed. 
The pictorial tradition of ruin imagery that was already 
established in France in the Renaissance survived into the 
eighteenth century and provides helpful interpretive clues. 
19 
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Architecture has always symbolized the stabilizing elements 
of society and civilization, and since Graeco-Roman times men 
have found ruins of architecture expressive of the contigency 
and fallibility of the human condition. 31 Christianity adop-
ted the motif as a symbol of the vanity and corruptibility of 
earthly existence, but as the tradition was bequeathed to the 
eighteenth century, it had taken on two distinct iconographi-
cal colorations. 
' First, the vanitas ruin, because of its moral tenor, de-
noted a state of relative inferiority and corruption. It im-
plied that ephemeral things should be disdained, The popular-
\ 
ity of vanitas imagery naturally suffered in the eighteenth 
century whose epicurean connoisseurs had little use of dog-
matic moral concern regarding attachments to the goods of 
this world. But denunciations of materialism - a secular 
' variation of the vanitas theme - did occasionally occur in 
ruin imagery. The French bourgeoisie of the eighteenth cen-
tury enjoyed unprecedented luxury, and many observers worried 
about its effects. The issue was debated by moralists and 
. l"k 32 econom~sts a ~ e. To some, luxury was inimical to the 
health and industry of the nation, while to others, it furn-
ished the means to progress. Many of the philosophes, includ-
ing Diderot, believed that the ease of contemporary living 
had debilitated the national spirit and promoted immorality 
33 among leaders who were bad examples for the lower classes. 
The simple ideals of Diderot's drames bourgeois and Greuze's 
bourgeois genre scenes reflect this concern about rampant 
materialism. Certain ruin images suggest a similar yearning 
21 
for liberation from the emotional strains of luxury. 
Even the ruin room of P~res Jacquier and Lesueur was in 
part a reaction against luxury as well as pomposity. Its de-
cor implied that the cleric-philosophers had renounced world-
ly attachments. More dramatic expression of anti-materialism 
appeared, for example, in a painting by Pierre-Antoine De 
Machy representing the ruins of the Foire Saint-Germain after 
the fire of 1762 (fig. 26). The artist included in the de-
bris the plaster cast of Pigalle's statuary group Love and 
Friendship which had in reality survived the catastrophe in-
tact while the building around it, a center of business and 
leisure activity, had been totally destroyed. Diderot went 
out of his way to make the secular moral clear for the read-
ers of his Salon criticism: 
" ... le groupe de l'Amour et l'Amitie resta intact 
au milieu des flammes et de la chute des murs et 
des poutres, des toits, en un mot de la devastation 
generale qui s'etendit de tous cotes autour de leur 
piedestal sans en approcher. Mon ami, sacrifions a 
l'mour et l'amitie."34 
Love and Friendship, virtuous antidotes to egotism and mater-
ialism, were the sceptic Diderot's humanistic substitutes for 
' religious faith in the vanitas formula. They endure while 
all else falls in ruin. 
A tradition of ruin imagery in Nativity scenes also sur-
vived in the eighteenth century, but the notion of ephemeral-
ity is presented in a slightly different light. . ' The vanltas 
ruin, whether as backdrop to a still life or in a catastrophe 
scene, is implicitly denigrated; it is inferior to something 
else which is transcendant, more durable, and thus morally 
superior. In Nativity scenes of the Renaissance, as inter-
22 
preted by Erwin Panofsky, ruins denote a state of inferiority 
too since they symbolize the Old Dispensation which was super-
seded by the New Dispensation inaugurated by Christ's birth. 35 
But by the eighteenth century, this interpretation appears to 
have been forgotten and the ruins of Nativity scenes refer to 
a simple point of doctrine: the humility, that is humanity, 
of the Christ child. The ruin, then, symbolizes the human 
condition with the intention of soliciting sympathy and em-
pathy for a shared condition of existence rather than a moral 
judgement about an inferior one. 
This obvious difference elucidates the meaning of one 
of the most brilliant ruin decors of a religious kind in the 
eighteenth century. Although executed by a family of Ital-
ians, the Brunetti, it was commissioned about 1750 for a 
chapel in the Foundling Hospital of Paris (fig. 18). 36 The 
entire chapel was transformed illusionistically into a ruin-
ous stable, with the Holy Family seen behind the altar. In 
being surrounded by the ruinous stable, the spectator was 
made more poignantly aware of his precarious condition as a 
subject of time. The message is conveyed by a description of 
the chapel published by an anonymous contemporary who, having 
"' noted that the vault overhead was "ruinee par le terns", found 
solace in the sight of the Christ child safe under a firm 
ceiling. The allusion to salvation leads him to exclaim in 
capital letters: LAUDATE PUERI DOMINI. 37 This statement is 
of special interest because the powerful emotions involved, 
approaching terror, so clearly anticipate the taste for dan-
ger (real or vicarious) which later became a major pre-occu-
23 
pation of the Romantic period. It also presents persuasive 
evidence that Rococo ruins were not always innocuous decora-
tive distractions: the author even goes out of his way to 
point out that such accessories are critical to the effect of 
the ensemble. 
Relatively few ruins in the art of eighteenth century 
France appear in religious imagery; nearly all are secular. 
These ruins nevertheless often expressed philosophical atti-
tudes regarding the human condition, as ruins always had, yet 
with new points of emphasis determined by current ideas and 
events. The cultural and historic trends which most signif-
icantly influenced the quantity, style and iconography of 
ruin imagery at this time seem to have been: first, the de-
veloping empiricism of contemporary thought which urged men 
to reach an understanding of the dynamics of existence; sec-
ondly, the growing veneration of nature as the source of ult-
imate wisdom and understanding; and thirdly, the increasing 
dissatisfaction with contemporary society. These trends 
were accompanied by acute anxiety about society's viability 
and continued existence. The second half of the century, in 
particular, was a period of intense, at times desperate, anal-
ysis of man's place in nature which led intellectuals to rec-
ognize in the process of architectural ruin the embodiment of 
urgent and compelling truths about the fate of man and soci-
ety. 
Antiquarianism and Neo-classicism in the strict sense of 
the word seem in retrospect to have been pretexts for indulg-
ing in the experience of ruins. While it is true that arche-
24 
ology flourished as a hobby and ruin sites were diligently 
measured and studied, the publications produced, such as Jul-
~ ien-David LeRoy's Les Plus beaux monuments de la Grece or 
~ 
Piranesi's Antichita Romane, were deluxe picture books. 
Scrupulous accuracy of detail seems to have been important 
not so much for purposes of later imitation or even for in-
struction, but instead as a guarantee of authenticity of the 
h f h . 38 trut o t e ~mage. 
The popularity of ruin imagery was more dependent upon 
its power to stimulate the senses, which is not to say, how-
ever, that its appeal was necessarily frivolous. The ruins 
of Joseph Vernet are iconographical variations of his better 
known shipwreck scenes, portraying natural dramas where man 
or his buildings are in peril (fig. 19). Hubert Robert's 
capricci made major alterations in building locations, plans 
and proportions yet threw Diderot into a state of profound 
philosophical reflection (fig. 20). Gabriel de Saint-Aubin's 
' painting of ruins a l'antique is hardly reminiscent of An-
tiquity at all. It is not even an antique subject but rather 
a moody portrait of a contemporary garden appealing primarily 
to sight and poetic tastes for mystifying atmosphere(fig.21). 
Fabriques of gardens, even those of the sacred Doric order, 
were fashioned for semi-religious experiences of melancholy, 
not as memorials to any specific events or figures of history. 
Architectural inventions such as the Column House at the 
I 
Desert de Retz (fig. 22) or the Temple of Modern Philosophy 
at Ermenonville are linked only in the most obscure way to 
classical philosophy and aesthetics. 39 
25 
The manifest eccentricity and seeming frivolousness of 
much eighteenth century ruin imagery, if considered from the 
perspective of archaeological Neo-classicism, can only be 
bewildering. To alleviate the confusion, the extreme subjec-
tivity of invention has been frequently labelled "pre-roman-
tic" or "romantic" in recent years. This has led, unfortun-
ately, to another limited interpretative approach where at-
tention is monopolized by the suggestions in ruin imagery of 
perversity and escapism into private worlds of hedonistic 
pleasures, irrationalism and historical fantasies. The es-
capist element of the pre-romantic artistic sensibility is, 
of course, considerable but the escapist tendencies evidenced 
in ruin imagery are only one symptom of a complex intellec-
tual and emotional crisis which French society as a whole was 
undergoing. To understand the appeal of ruin imagery fully, 
that crisis must be taken into consideration. 
Historians of ideas now generally agree that neither the 
Enlightenment nor its offspring in the arts, Neo-classicism, 
were really born of confidence as once believed. Early in 
the century, scientific breakthroughs such as Newton's laws 
had provided methods of investigation with which men hoped to 
fathom mysteries of existence which were thought to have re-
tarded progress in the past. The new empiricism, however, 
kept revealing more intellectual problems than it could read-
ily solve. 4° From the vast number of pages devoted by the 
philosophes to speculations about the past, present and fu-
ture of mankind, it would seem that confidence about man's 
place in nature was rather at a low ebb. 
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The dilemma of Voltaire at mid-century well illustrates 
the intellectual crisis of his time. To reconcile theoreti-
cal ideals and realities, Voltaire had sifted the recorded 
wisdom of many great world traditions - Antique, Oriental, 
and even Islamic - yet his final conclusions were alarmingly 
unenlightening. His story MemqQg of 1747 is a grizzly ac-
count of how two innocent, well-intentioned protagonists are 
battered and maimed by an indifferent Fate. Twelve years 
later in Candide Voltaire concludes that the only real solace 
possible for man lay in the existential rewards of tending 
his own garden. 
Voltaire's generation of sceptics held on with amazing 
tenacity to hopes for the eventual betterment of society, but 
as the decades passed, the spirits of the next generation 
yielded more frequently to despair. Frank Manuel has docu-
mented the frantic search for enlightenment during the pre-
revolutionary decades paying special attention to its ir-
rational compulsions. He has noted that among "the perennial 
topics that obsessed eighteenth century writers (were) the 
idea of inevitable declension, the problem of how a society, 
bogged down in a rut of sameness, ever emerges into new 
growth, the fear of geological catastrophes and barbarian in-
vasion ... "
41 
Manuel's assessment of the darker side of the 
Enlightenment is born out in the voluminous writings of 
/ 
Louis-Sebastien Mercier, a one-man summation of the period's 
intellectual and ethical concerns. By turns, an amused and 
curious chronicler of Parisian life, a scathing critic of the 
state, a self-appointed watchdog of morality, a grimly indif-
- ------~--
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ferent prophet of disaster, a utopian visionary and a howling 
paranoiac, Mercier was consistent only in the undertone of 
crisis which pervades his writing and presumably drove his 
pen. 42 Like any good empiricist of his generation, Mercier 
deified Newton, put great trust in man's faculties of reason, 
cherished la belle Nature and held to the principles of man's 
perfectibility, but as Henry Majewski has observed, he could 
not dispel the nightmarish visions of doom which haunted so 
many of his con·temporaries. About Mercier's generation, Ma-
jewski writes: 
The myth of the end of the world growing in 
the pre-romantic imagination in the last quarter 
of the eighteenth century ... is, of course, strong-
ly linked to troubled concern about the decadence 
of society and political disorder. . .. It is pro-
duced through the association of new intellectual 
and scientific concepts of the universe, religious 
pre-occupation and personal anguish, taking form 
principally in disturbing presentiments of destruc-
tion and geological catastrophe, illuminist and 
visionary forewarnings of the end of all civili-
zation, as well as the demise of the natural world, 
all of which offers convincing evidence of the in-
creasing anxiety of French civilization long before 
the Revolution.43 
As a rationalist, Mercier had grandiose expectations for 
the future of civilization - nature would soon reveal the 
simple rules needed to harmoniously order society. However, 
as an empiricist, he was overwhelmed by the complexity of the 
social ills at hand. The fact that social decadence seemed 
to be relentlessly growing drove him to progressively bleaker 
conclusions about the near future. 
Since the later eighteenth century actually did end in 
political revolution, conventional wisdom has it today that 
escape from political and social tension was the primary pur-
28 
pose of picturesque gardens with their shaded groves, Chinese 
pagodas and ruins. This escapist theory never explains, how-
ever, just how aristocratic connoisseurs would have found 
consolation in metaphors of their own decadence and approach-
ing demise, which, presumably, the ruins were. Isolated in-
stances of suicidal and masochistic inclinations can no doubt 
be found, but the evidence of picturesque gardens overwhelm-
ingly suggests, as do ruin pictures and literary sources, 
first that ruin sensibility was shared by the bourgeoisie as 
well as the aristocracy, and secondly, that all considered it 
an antidote to, not a symptom of, moral corruption. Ruins 
were looked upon as a stimulant to the mind and moral sense. 
A good jardin anglais was like a book of hours in land-
scape form, peppered with objects for meditation by devotees 
of the cult of nature. Considerations of pleasure were not 
excluded, but the experience was as serious in its own way 
as a Rousseau-style excursion to a primeval forest. The tar-
tar tent, the Chinese pagoda, the Doric temple and the mini-
pyramid referred to a succession of peoples who in the early 
years of mankind had enjoyed special communion with nature. 44 
Ruined architecture deserved a place of honor among these 
memorials because, more clearly than all the other motifs, 
a ruin focused thoughts on the vital forces of time and na-
ture, the true sovereigns of mankind. Thus, in the Pare Man-
~ (1773-1778), a ruinous Temple to Mars symbolized time's 
dominion over war and violence; at Ermenonville, a ruinous 
Temple to Modern Philosophy (ca. 1780) symbolized the present 
imcomplete state of perfection in philosophy, which time would 
repair; in the Jardins de Betz (begun 1771), a crumbling 
gothic fortress (fig. 23) was interpreted by a contemporary 
as a declaration of time's mastery over tyranny. 45 
By the 1760's it was acknowledged in French aesthetic 
theory that the condition of ruination imparted, of itself, 
a special kind of beauty to architecture which was superior 
to anything conceived by man (see below, p. 30). Ruin, that 
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is, was losing its identification with corruption and was be-
ginning to be consciously attributed special inspirational 
qualities. The beauty of a ruin was preferable to man-made 
beauty because it in no way repressed or dominated the sen-
sibility of the viewer. To the contrary, it was an unmatched 
stimulant to the emotions and imagination. Ruins soon gained 
uhe same associations with concepts of individual liberty 
which, since the early years of the century, English deists 
46 had attributed to nature. Echoing the spirit of Alexander 
Pope's couplet: 
Nature, like liberty is but restrain'd 47 By the same laws which first herself ordained. 
French connoisseurs of the picturesque, such as Louis de Car-
/ 
montelle and the abbe Delille, declared that the principle 
virtue of the jardin anglais (where ruins were a major at-
traction) was the freedom from restraints upon the imagin-
h . h h d h . . 48 ation w lC t ey grante t e Vlsltor. The co-identifi-
cation of nature in its vital aspect with architectural ruin 
" is specifically alluded to at the Desert de Retz where a 
Temple of Pan (that is, nature) was designed as a ruinous 
tholos. 49 
30 
The belief that a state of "natural grace" could be en-
joyed among the ruins provides a clue to the meaning of one 
of the most curious garden pavilions ever designed, the 
/ 
ruined column of the Desert de Retz, built about 1771 (fig. 
22). Robert Rosenblum humorously observed that this ruinous 
dwelling permitted "aristocratic habitation of, and therefore 
the most intense empathy with, a fictional relic of the class-
ical past", but the empathy was not directed at the classical 
past itself. For had the owner, M. de Manville, been so in-
terested, he logically would have had an entire building in 
antique style erected. His plans were not those of an anti-
quarian seeking man-made models of beauty but rather those of 
a devotee of the cult of nature. His concern was to symbol-
ize a manner of existence in harmony with the vital forces 
50 of nature. According to this line of thinking, architec-
tural decay becomes an enhancement of the canons of classi-
cal beauty, not at all their degradation. 
The superiority of ruin beauty is discussed by Claude-
Henri Watelet in one of the most important statements about 
the aesthetics of ruins printed in the eighteenth century. 
I 
Appr~priately, it is found in the Encyclopedie, article 
"Fabrique", and makes the following observations: 
... ce mot (fabrique) r~unit par sa signification, 
les palais ainsi que les cabanes. Le terns qui exerce 
egalement ses droits sur ces diff~rens edifices, ne 
les rend que plus favorables a la Peinture, et les 
debris qu'il occa~ionne sont aux yeux des Peintres 
des accidens si seduisans, qu'une classe d'artistes 
s'est de tout terns consacree a peindre des ruines. 
11 s'est aussi toujours trouve des amateurs qui ont 
senti du penchant pour ce genre de tableaux ... il donne 
a penser: est-il rien de si seduisant pour l'esprit? 
31 
Having thus legitimized the time honored "penchant" for 
ruins, Watelet attempts to explain on the basis of visual 
sensation why ruins are frequently more exciting to look at 
than preserved buildings: 
Un palais construit dans un goGt sage ... (et) si 
bien conserve que rien n'en est altere, nous plaira 
sans-doute, mais nous appercevons presqu'en un meme 
instant ces beautes symetriques, il ne nous laisse 
rien a desirer. Est-il a moitierenverse, les 
"' parties qui subsistent nous presentent des perfections 
qui nous font penser a celles qui sont deja detruites. 
Nous les rebatissons, pour ainsi dire, nous cherchons 
a en concevoir l'effet general. Nous nous trouvons 
attaches par plusieurs motifs de reflexion ... 51 
He fully understood, however tenuous his explanation 
might be, that he and his contemporaries preferred ruins as 
ruins. The cause of the aesthetic experience, however, is 
conservatively attributed to the imaginative reconstruction 
of the original form invented by the architect. In partial-
ly destroying the building, time and nature had simply en-
hanced the pleasure of a pre-existent beauty, not been them-
selves the source of the aesthetic appeal. 
,. 
While preparing the Encyclopedie, Diderot seems to have 
been of the same opinion: that a ruin could be beautiful 
only to the degree that the original building had been beau-
tiful. For this reason, he distinguished between a ruine of 
, 
a once noble edifice, suitable for art, and a batimen ruine, 
of nondescript features and unsuitable. 52 His position was 
revised by the mid-1760's, however, as he discovered attrac-
tive imagery of ruins of formerly uninteresting buildings; 
for example, a view of the Ruins of the Foire Saint-Germain 
by De Machy in the Salon of 1763 (fig. 25). By 1770 he had 
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even explicitly stated that ruination could render a bland 
d 'f' . 11 . 53 w 1 11 h d e l lCe Vlsua y engaglng. ate et eventua y c ange 
opinion too, as his revision of the article on fabriques in 
the 1792 edition of the Dictionnaire des Arts de Peinture, 
Sculpture, et Gravure indicates. He now recognized in 
architectural ruin a special kind of beauty fashioned purely 
by nature whose appeal was related to the "nuances assez 
fines de nos sentimens moraux,": 
I' A' 
... tandis que, dans la realite, on admire les beaux 
edifices, et qu'on regarde avec dedain les masures 
ou les ch~ieres, on voit souvent avec assez 
d'indifference la representation d'un palais. 
L'artiste qui la met sous nss yeux nous ennuie, 
tandis qu'on se sent attache par la peinture 
des ruines d'un grand edifice, ou interesse par 
celle d'une simple et pauvre cabane ... les accidens 
pittoresques, attaches aux destructions et a la 
pauvrete, l'emportent en effet sur ceux de la 54 perfection conservee et de la richesse fastueuse. 
The idea of beauty produced by universal forces surpass-
ing human comprehension was crucial to the appeal of ruin 
imagery in the later eighteenth century. Fashioned by an 
infinite number of events, yet perceived in a single instant, 
the forms of ruined architecture often provoked sensations of 
an immeasurable duration of time - of eternity - with strong 
mystical and religious overtones. Diderot's famous experi-
ence of a ruin painting by Hubert Robert in the Salon of 
1767 serves as the classic example. It inspired a manifesto 
'gh. h . 'b'l' 55 s 1' d f of el teent century ruln sensl l lty. o ltu e, o 
'\ 
course was de rigueur; Diderot calls it "la premiere ligne 
de la poetique des ruines". 56 Isolation is no end in itself, 
however, but a renunciation necessary for a higher kind of 
,. 
experience: "Dans cet asile desert, solitaire et vaste, 
je n'entends rien, j'ai rompu avec tous les embarras de la 
vie." 57 As in much mystical literature, the essence of the 
experience is inexpressible in words and is thus alluded to 
/ / 
largely in negative terms. "Tout s'aneantit, tout perit, 
tout passe. Il n'y a que le monde qui reste. Il n'y a que 
le temps qui dure. Qu'il est vieux ce monde! Je marche 
d 
.. / ,.58 
entre eux etern~t~es ... 
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In the wake of this experience where clock time and psy-
chological attachments to the world are dramatically obliter-
ated, the spectator is left with a poignant awareness of self 
and of mortality, at which point Diderot cries out: "Je ne 
veux pas mourir."59 The final outcome is, however, a state 
of compassion and warm sentimentality: 
\ ' C'est la que j'appelle mon ami. C'est la que je 
regrette mon amie. C'est la que nous nous jouirons 
~ . . 
de nous, sans troubles, sans temolns, sans lmportuns, 
sans jaloux.60 
If the first line of the poetry of ruins is solitude, then 
the last is therapeutic rehabilitation of the spirit, or what 
might be called, psychic regeneration. Thus renewed 1 the in-
dividual found an inner calm, a harmony of spirit evidenced 
by a heightened pleasure in ruins and solitude. Diderot 
,f 
wrote: "Le mechant fuit la solitude: l'homme juste la 
cherche. 
)\ 60 
Il est si bien avec lui-meme." 
Many writers of Diderot's day seemed ever in search of 
ways to humiliate human vanity, hoping to discourage arbi-
trary behavior out of tune with nature. Scientific theories 
like the heliocentric model of the universe or the belief 
that man had evolved from the orangutan were ammunition used 
34 
by the philosophes to combat the complacency and conceit of 
society. 61 It was believed that traumatic events such as 
geological catastrophes had in the past fostered moral 
h . . d 1 . 62 strengt , creat~vlty an mutua cooperat~on among men. 
Since contemporary leisure and luxury had weakened the 
national character, Diderot and other writers felt that 
frightening experiences through art might counteract the 
' trends of decadence; hence, catastrophe paintings, dramas a 
la Greuze and ruins. 
In literature the ruin motif has a clear connection with 
the theme of Time's triumph over villainy and immorality, 
Mercier, for example, boldly imagined Louis XIV brought back 
in the year 2440 by Divine Justice to contemplate the results 
of his megalomania and excess: V "11 . . 63 ersa~ es ~n ru~ns. The 
same lesson was evident in the fabriques of picturesque gar-
dens, as is suggested by a diatribe against the abuses of 
/ 
power of monarchs found in Cerutti's poem of 1785 entitled 
Les Jardins de Betz: 
0 ch~teaux oppresseurs! 0 palais insultans! 
Mais de la tyra~nie, asile des rapines! 4 Puissiez-vous desormais n'exister qu'en ruines! 6 
The contemplation of decay seems to have had specific 
egalitarian overtones. Time could be escaped by no one. 
Even the academician Watelet was intuitively aware of the 
egalitarian implications of a ruin, and wrote in the Encyclo-
/ 
pedie: 
Ce mot reunit ... par sa signification, les palais 
/ 
ainsi que les cabanes. Le terns qui exerce egale-
ment ses droits sur ces differens edifices ne les 
rend que plus favorables a la Peinture .. ,65 
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Nature, that is, transforms all things without regard to 
man's arbitrary hierarchy. The beauty of its touch was, 
therefore, of a superior kind because the beholder enjoyed a 
liberty of perception without the confining effects of indi-
vidual artistic creation. 
Ruins in non-classical styles, notably gothic ruins, 
could only gain in popularity from this new veneration of 
natural, non-human beauty. Gothic architecture had had few 
admirers in the early eighteenth century outside a small 
group of architects and amateurs, many of whom were clergy-
men, but gothic ruins developed an important connection with 
the iconography of regeneration which was at the root of ru-
in sensibility. 66 They thus gained a measure of favor. 
If taken out of the context of the Enlightenment's cru-
sade for moral regeneration, manifestations of the gothic re-
vival often seem more arbitrarily perverse, not to say per-
verted, than even the most eccentric cases of classical ruin 
sensibility. Gothic ruins tended to be associated with 
spooky or terribying situations: with tomb desecrations, as 
in Robert's Demolition of the Church of the Saints-Innocents 
(fig. 38), or with catastrophe, as in the same artist's views 
of the H~tel-Dieu after the fire of 1772 (fig. 38), or with 
cruel forest animals, equally cruel medieval lords, monks 
consumed by religious fanaticism and unrequited love, or with 
the inevitable tomb, all encountered in the Jardin de Betz. 67 
The gothic ruin in literature of the last three decades of 
the century outdoes even the gardens in arousing murky 
"gothik" dreams. 68 
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Again, the motivating force behind these apparently con-
trived thrills appears paradoxically to have been linked to a 
crisis of conscience in society, to fears of decadence and 
moral ill-health and to concern for renewal. Vicarious ex-
perience of bizarre passions and the contemplation of tombs 
were thought to expand awareness, reawaken moral concern and 
to reveal facets of man's nature suppressed by the confine-
ments of civilization. It was a form of imaginative retreat 
from one's habitual frame of reference justified by the tacit 
assumption that to be emotionally aroused was to be in some 
obscure way morally purified. It fulfilled what the poet 
" , Delille called "le besoin d'etre emu". 
CHAPTER IV 
RUINS AND REVOLUTION 
D'o~ na1t ce sentiment qui nous porte a 
contempler ces debris ou la main du 
terns a imprimd ses ravages? ... Est-ce 
le tableau des etranges revolu~ions ~u~ 
le cours insurmontable des annees amene 
sur la terre?69 
I 
Louis-Sebastien Mercier 
If any word can sum up the range of feelings expressed 
consciously or unconsciously by ruin imagery in the eight-
eenth century, the word is "revolution", as it was understood 
by men like Voltaire and Diderot. To approximate their ill-
defined conception of a revolution, today one must resort to 
terms such as "social transformation." A true revolution in 
eighteenth century terms would entail, in any case, much 
more than a turnover in political regime. Sweeping changes 
in attitudes and morals were seen as primary effects; polit-
ical and economic reform would then follow as a matter of 
course. Eighteenth century intellectuals believed that such 
revolutions had occurred in the past. Set off by great 
world cataclysms such as the Biblical Flood, they had been 
events of cosmic significance initiated by nature herself. 
70 Men merely carried them out or suffered through them. 
Many observers in the eighteenth century believed such 
a revolution was in preparation for the near future. Early 
37 
in the century warnings were issued even by reasonable men 
such as the mathematician, Leibnitz, who predicted a cata-
clysm if society's immorality continued to insult nature. 71 
38 
For similar reasons, the philosopher Giovanni-Battista Vico, 
in advance of his time in his rediscovery of Lucretius, rec-
ognized that the present era of history, the Intellectual 
ld d · h f · ·1· · 
72 w· h · one, cou en ln catastrop e or ClVl lZatlon. lt ln-
creasing frequency after mid-century, Parisian writers like 
/ 
Rousseau, Senac de Meilhan, Mercier and Delisle de Sales re-
vealed a brooding pre-occupation with premonitions of revol-
ution.73 Particularly from the 1770's on, countless numbers 
of mystics, pseudo-scientists and visionaries foretold of an 
h . "11 . 
74 Th . . f . approac lng ml enlum. elr yearnlng or regeneratlon can 
today be seen as merely a more extreme reaction to the same 
social and intellectual conditions which sparked the gadfly 
activities of philosophes like Diderot. The specific terms 
of the many predictions varied from final holocaust utopia 
but all expressed feelings that present polititical and soc-
ial conditions could not endure and that a historical epoch 
was ending as another was being born. 
Ruin imagery became one of the most effective vehicles 
of expression of the state of malaise which inevitably accom-
panied prospects of change. Decayed architecture was a man-
made structure undergoing transformation by the forces of 
nature and was thus in a situation analagous to the tran-
sitional state of society whose stability had turned to stag-
nation and whose comforts had become repressions of the 
spirit. The freely structured character of a ruin was, by 
contrast, poetic and inspirational, and most importantly it 
signified change. Ruins ceased therefore to be exclusively 
remembrances of the past and were seen also as premonitions 
of the future. Some ruin imagery proved even prophetic. 
In general, the beauty of a ruin was a sign of the vi-
tality of existence, albeit a materially destructive one. 
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The notion of ruin as a stage preceding rebirth was so uni-
versally understood in the eighteenth century that even 
Fran5ois Boucher contributed to the regenerative iconography 
of ruins, though perhaps unknowingly. His design for a mas-
onic diploma (fig. 24) captured the spirit to perfection. 
Its background ruins are engulfed in tenebrous shadows and 
symbolize the unregenerate state of the initiate prior to 
illumination. The inscription on the banderole, Post tene-
bras lux, makes the meaning clear: dissolution and darkness 
must precede new wisdom and light; ruins precede regeneration. 
CHAPTER V 
THE "FRESH" REVOLUTIONARY RUIN - A SPECIAL CASE 
The deteriorated architecture in Boucher's masonic 
diploma refers to the transformation of an individual psyche, 
but the motif of ruins in other pictorial contexts could re-
fer to the transformation of society as a whole. There are 
instances where even classical ruins had this more general-
ized, "revolutionary" iconography, but it can be found vivid-
ly expressed in a group of pictures, done mostly in the few 
decades prior to 1789, which depict "fresh" or "modern" 
ruins. These are views which document the destruction by 
catastrophe or demolition of certain buildings in and around 
Paris. Political and cultural historians, and residents of 
Paris have long appreciated the topical interest of these 
works, and specialists in art and literature of the later 
eighteenth century have on occasion noted their distinctive 
75 character. But their significance as evidence of a most 
peculiar kind of ruin sensibility has not been studied, nor 
have many of the individual pictures received the serious 
attention they deserve. These fresh ruins, however, form a 
sub-genre of ruin imagery which is worthy of study for its 
own sake. In addition, they aid the interpretation of more 




The uniqueness of modern ruins is that they are totally 
free from association with antiquarian nostalgia, classical 
ideals and tourism. With few exceptions the modern buildings 
portrayed in ruin were of no special aesthetic merit; many 
were positively disliked. The urge to paint them was rooted 
instead in the emotional reactions of artists and the public 
to the current events with which the ruins were connected. 
And a persistent feature of those events is that they were 
considered by contemporaries as signs or portents of social 
change and regeneration. 
Critics of the later eighteenth century apparently had 
ambivalent attitudes regarding paintings of this kind. Be-
cause they lacked the requisite age and nobility of classical 
ruins, modern ruins were at times snubbed by both Diderot and 
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. 76 Yet Diderot himself of was one 
the first to go on record in praise of a modern ruin image. 
In 1763, the salon critic was deeply moved by De Machy's two 
views of the Foire Saint-Germain after the great fire of the 
year before (figs. 25,26). The relevant excerpt from the 
1763 salon review has already been quoted as evidence of the 
moral crusade which Diderot had undertaken at the time (see 
p .. 21); true to his mission, he emphasized above all else the 
drama and moral implications of the event related in the 
painting as opposed to its aesthetic merits. The emotional 
excess and hyperbole of his commentary were intended to in-
cite in the reader an experience of emotional transport sim-
ilar to that which Diderot presumed the painter had sought to 
communicate pictorially. Both painter and writer were, in 
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effect, offering to the public a "moral exercise" not unlike 
the seventeenth century Jesuit spiritual exercises, employing 
stimulation of the senses in order to strengthen character, 
combat decadence and rattle complacency. The modern ruin 
thus became an object worthy of contemplation because in an 
inunediate way it reminded the viewer of his vulnerability to 
the quick stroke of fate. 
If Diderot's flamboyant imagery of "collapsing walls ... 
and general devastation" seems inflated next to De Machy's 
straightforward rendering of the scene, it finds a perfect 
match in the style of a suite of six etchings on the same sub-
ject by Gabriel de Saint-Aubin (fig. 27). The piles of 
smouldering debris bespeak the same fascination with danger 
and destruction that one encounters in the literature of 
/ 
sensibilite written by Diderot and such contemporaries as 
Rousseau and Mercier. Their concerns for social renewal and 
their uncertainties about the future (see pp. 37-38) provide 
a useful historical perspective from which to interpret this 
strange cataclysmic moment in the career of Saint-Aubin. The 
contemporary unrest in Paris which these men all seem to have 
felt suggests why a dry point inscription added along the 
upper edge of the most tumultuous of Saint-Aubin's views 
should read: "l'an J.C. 3000, ruines de Saint-Sulpice" (fig. 
28). The church Saint-Sulpice, located adjacent to the Foire 
Saint-Germain, was hardly damaged by the fire so the inscrip-
tion evidently refers to a millenialist fantasy of the estab-
. d h h . . 77 S . A b' . k . llshe c urc ln ruln. alnt- u ln was a maverlc artlst, 
unfairly rejected by the academy, so he may have inscribed 
43 
the plate himself. In any case, the inscription is wholly in 
keeping with the troubled atmosphere of the times. The art-
ist was personally acquainted with Mercier, whose writings 
are infused with a spirit of millenialist and visionary para-
. 78 nola. 
Yearning for social and national reform in the later 
eighteenth century manifested itself in a directly construe-
tive ways as well, particularly in growing support by the 
state for urban renewal programs. These projects involved 
numerous demolitions - some to clear sites for new construe-
tions, others simply to clean up the capital city. All were 
aimed at restoring dignity to the national image. 
De Machy, a good academician, so clearly recognized the 
regenerative theme of these demolition programs that he dev-
eloped a pictorial formula to express it. A comparison of 
two demolition paintings reveals it instantly: the ruins lie 
in foreground shadows and serve as a repoussoir to accentuate 
the presence of an orderly, dignified seventeenth century 
classic French facade in the background. The formula was 
suitable for scenes of Gothic church demolitions, such as 
' that of the church Saint-Jean-en-Greve (fig. 29), but was an 
especially popular pictorial device in views of the clearing 
of the Louvre colonnade which rises above demolition debris 
(figs. 30, 31). 
By 1750, the clearing of the Louvre had become the ob-
ject of an intense patriotic crusade with strong undertones 
of pining for national regeneration. Voltaire, currently en-
gaged in his history of Louis ~IV, by which he hoped to humil-
44 
iate the present corrupt regime, was outraged by the "shame-
ful, rustic accumulation of debris" - that is, common dwell-
ings - that had been allowed to obscure the view of the pal-
79 ace. A similar tone of indictment of the regime of Louis 
XV is conveyed by the frontispiece of the 1752 edition of La 
" Font de Saint Yenne's Reflexions sur quelques causes de 
,. .. 
l'etat present de la peinture en France (fig. 33). The ac-
companying explication eliminates any possible ambiguities of 
interpretation: an allegory of Paris kneels before a bust of 
.. .. 
the king and points to "l'etat deplorable du Louvre, et de 
son superbe Frontispiece deshonor~ par une multitude de 
B~timens ignobles et ind~cens ... ". 8° Colbert is remembered 
/ , 
as "le ministre le plus zele qu'ait eu la France pour la 
/ 
gloire de sa Patrie et de son Roi", while the present "mepris 
de la Nation pour le plus beau marceau d'Architecture que 
I 
l'esprit humain ait encore imagine" is soundly reproved. De 
Machy might very well have nodded to such polemics, but as he 
watched the work in progress, his emotions seem to have been 
a troubled blend of hopefulness and nostalgia since the unin-
spired listlessness of workers of his own day, engaged in 
demolition, compared so unfavorably to the nobility of past 
generations who had constructed the Louvre facade (fig. 30). 
The tinge of nostalgia in De Machy's pictures is rooted 
in the implicit assumption that construction is superior to 
and more noble than demolition. Much like Piranesi in Rome, 
Parisians tended to be self-conscious about the dearth of 
contemporary monumental building programs. Construction was 
a sign of vitality which they understood and whose absence 
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was feared as a sign of decadence. The exciting, panoramic 
view of the clearing of the Louvre facade (fig. 34) by Saint-
Aubin and Fran~ois Blondel is thus of even greater interest 
than its exhilirating visual effects would in themselves mer-
it. The scene teems with an animation which the ruins en-
hance: they are the first stage of an energetic activity of 
renewal so grand in scale that it has engulfed the entire 
facade of the Louvre. The artists do not play off stability 
and instability, classical and banal, construction and des-
truction. Rather, all is vital motion: progress. Destruc-
tion and ruin, they seemed to feel, were both natural compon-
ents of the flux of existence. 
Few artists, of course, embraced the notion of renewal 
through ruin so instinctively in the 1750's, but the apparent 
irony of the theme of regeneration through ruin was the take-
off point for at least one pictorial joke. A portrait of the 
Parisian connoisseur Louis Petit de Bachaumont by Carmontelle 
has been preserved in an engraving recently published by Rosa-
lind Ingrams (fig. 35).
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Bachaumont, as Ingrams notes, had 
been instrumental in arousing official support for the reno-
vation of the Louvre and had almost single handedly campaign-
ed to get a memorial column placed at the center of the Place 
A 
Vendome. Carmontelle preserved the memory of this concerned 
citizen with due reminders of his accomplishments - the erect 
A 
Vendome column and piles of demolition debris at the foot of 
the Louvre colonnade. 
Saint-Aubin's modern ruin views were strikingly uninhib-
ited leaps into the future of ruin painting, forthrightly ex-
46 
hibiting an infatuation with transience which up to this time 
had always been veiled by antiquarian pretexts. When Hubert 
Robert returned from Rome in 1765, becoming the chief ruin 
painter of Paris, he made even more decisive changes in the 
new direction. 
While in Rome, Robert had shown more interest in every-
day life than in the doctrinaire tendencies of Neo-classicism 
and had become known primarily as a painter of decorative 
capricci and veduti (figs. 20, 36). His work, however, 
should not always be taken lightly because he was an artist 
in whom an irrepressible fantasy was guided by a keen, even 
brilliant, intelligence and an acute awareness of events go-
ing on around him. Jean Cailleux, one of the few connois-
seurs today to have taken Robert seriously, has rightly called 
him "one of the most engaging figures of his time". 82 Since 
Robert's views of Rome freely mingled the ruins with everyday 
life in the Eternal City, it should perhaps be no surprise 
that when back in France he often interpreted events in con-
temporary Paris through reference to its ruins. Those ruins 
were, of course, fresh ones. 
The first modern ruins to inspire Robert were produced 
i\ 
by the fire that devastated the Hotel-Dieu on the night of 
December 30, 1771. He watched the actual burning, and along 
with Vernet and Saint-Aubin, recorded the horror - and the 
thrills - of watching the blaze at night. 83 His drawings of 
the ruins afterwards, however, are pensive and somber, with 
their Piranesi-like spaciousness pervaded by a quiet gloom 
(figs. 37, 38). The most visually powerful and interesting 
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of his three extant views (fig. 38) starkly presents a single 
remaining wall of the destroyed hospital standing out against 
the backdrop of Notre Dame cathedral. The juxtaposition of 
the ruin and the medieval cathedral grimly suggests that the 
hospital had been ravaged, as it were, under the eyes of the 
omniscient, personal God of orthodox religion. Robert was an 
anti-cleric and had connections with the philosophes through 
Madame Geoffrin, so he is likely to have had the deistic sen-
timents reflected by such observations of the capriciousness 
84 
of fate. 
The gathering of so many artists to watch and pictorially 
record the event was perhaps partly due to the publication 
the year before of Mercier's muckraking chronical of Parisian 
life, a novel entitled Tableau de Paris. The author had sub-
A 
jected the Hotel-Dieu to vicious criticism, exposing it to 
the public as a travesty of charity where patients were made 
victims of cruel, inhuman treatment. 85 They died in humility 
and ran the risk of being removed to the cemetery while still 
alive. This macabre spectacle of inhumanity, and countless 
others that were equally gruesome, had driven Mercier to such 
an extreme disenchantment with the decadence and corruption 
of Paris that he despairingly wrote at one point in the book 
that the city could best serve mankind by being consumed by 
fire, since it would then at least provide the world with a 
moral lesson.
86 
His readers must have shivered at the par-
tial fulfillment of his wish when in the following year the 
H~tel-Dieu burned. 
Historians of eighteenth century France have frequently 
48 
discussed the feelings of relief and restored confidence 
which swept over the country when Louis XVI rose to the throne 
I 
in 1772. Louis XV, "le bien aime", had long outlived his cap-
ability to rule and the last years of his reign were endless 
crises. His youthful successor showed all the strengths of 
character his grandfather had lacked: he sought responsible 
ministers, was a model of frugality and had a remarkably en-
lightened concern for his subjects' personal welfare. Major 
political and administrative reforms in the early years of 
his reign were in their quiet way a form of revolution, 
doomed, however, to ultimate frustration by established for-
ces that Louis lacked the will to overcome. 87 
The context of his early reform program explains one of 
the most peculiar sets of modern ruin paintings ever executed: 
Robert's views of the royal family in the gardens of Ver-
sailles during the renovations of 1775 (figs. 39, 40). They 
belong to the present study first because they are views of 
the fresh ruin of an architectural garden, and secondly, be-
cause they are thematically linked with political renewal. 
One picture (fig. 39) represents the royal family in-
specting the debris of the Bassin d'Apollon as it was being 
dismantled. Conspicuously absent is Girardon's statuary 
group, Apollo surrounded by nymphs, at the same time that the 
entire fountain complex, formerly the symbol par exc~llence 
of the sun king, lies in wreckage. As bold and unexpected as 
the allusion may seem, it appears that some reference to the 
royal succession is implied by the disarray. This reference 
explains the companion piece (fig. 40) where the royal fam-
49 
ily is shown among the fallen trees and debris of the Tapis 
V h f 1 . 88 H . . ert at t e moment o rep ant~ng. ere too regenerat~on ~s 
suggested. 
The connection between the fallen trees and the succes-
sion is confirmed by a poem, Les Jardins, published by 
/ 
Robert's friend, the abbe Delille, three years after the 
paintings were exhibited in the Salon of 1777. Strolling in 
the Versailles garden, the contemplative poet had observed 
that: 
A 
Trop tot le jour viendra que ces bois languissants 
Pour ceder leur empire a de plus jeunes plants, 
Tomberont sous le fer, et de leur tete altiere 
Verront l'antique honneur fletri dans la poussiere! 
0 Versailles! 0 regret! 0 bosquets ravissants, 
Chefs-d'oeuvres d'un grand roi, deLe NOtre et des ans! 
La hache est a vos pieds, et votre heure est venue,89 
The auspicious beginnings of Louis' reign were greeted 
with enthusiasm by liberals who looked ahead to better times. 
Hopes for good leadership are expressed in the Tapis Vert by 
the inclusion of two erect statuary groups. On the right, 
directly behind the king, stands Puget's Milo of Cortona, 
representing the ancient hero devoured by wild beasts after 
he had caught his hand in a split tree stump. The Milo of 
Cortona theme had no fixed traditional iconography, but its 
presence here was probably intended as an expression of sym-
pathy for the struggles of the ruler or perhaps as an encour-
agement to act with modesty and prudence (good advice in view 
of France's political fortunes after the Seven Years' War). 
On the left, the Castor and Pollux group recalls the youth-
ful founders of Rome and therefore alludes to qualities of 
good leadership. Possibly the setting itself was chosen to 
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advertise Louis' sense of responsibility since the expense of 
renovating the garden to please Marie-Antoinette was to be re-
gained by the sale of the fallen trees. 90 
In the 1770's Robert was at the peak of his fame, so the 
Versailles pictures are a testimony to his own good fortune 
as much as to the promising future of the regime of Louis XVI. 
In the 1780's his outlook on the contemporary state of France 
seems, however, to have dimmed considerably along with that 
of many of his friends. The change is not readily apparent 
in his output of classical ruin pictures but is clearly in 
evidence in the views of fresh ruins. 
His depiction in 1781 of the ruins of the Palais-Royal 
opera house is noteworthy for its grandiose gloom (fig. 41). 
Men are shown cleaning up debris and carrying off bodies of 
victims, but the viewer's attention is monopolized by the 
immense empty space and the great frontal wall sealing off 
the perspective. The iconic quality of the composition re-
A 
calls the drawings of the Hotel-Dieu which Robert had done 
nine years earlier when he had also been pre-occupied by 
forces of destruction surpassing human comprehension. 
The compositional devices of symmetry and frontality 
significantly reappear in a pair of modern ruin paintings of 
1786-1788, documenting the demolitions of houses on the Pont 
au Change and the Pont Notre-Dame (figs. 42, 43). These are 
not pleasant paintings, which is somewhat surprising since 
the bridges were cleared of houses as a measure of sanitation. 
Citizens had requested the urban renewal program for 
many years: with the bridges cleared, vistas would be opened 
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onto the river and air currents, a known remedy for lethargy 
since the time of Vitruvius, would once again freely circu-
91 late for the better health of all. As part of the same pro-
gram The Church of the Saints-Innocents and its cemetery were 
removed since the cemetery had been so over-used in the past 
that corpses were literally overflowing into the basements of 
neighboring homes. 92 Rather than celebrate these productive 
events, however, Robert gave signs of succumbing to despond-
ency and cynicism. 
He depicted the Pont au Change buried in mountainous, 
absurd piles of rubble which the few workers present could 
neither have produced nor removed. (fig. 42). The compo-
sition is static, its symmetry ponderous, making the half-
hearted human activity appear depressingly futile - strange 
superhuman forces of decay seem to be triumphing. 
The view of the Pont Notre-Dame also evokes feelings of 
brooding melancholy (fig. 43), The colors, muted grays and 
olives, suggest early twilight on an overcast day. The 
bridge is a dark horizontal mass looming ponderously above 
tiny figures who go about their simple chores on the river 
bank. It is troubling that nowhere in this picture did the 
artist include a single building intact. Without its title 
it could pass as a view of a bombarded city, Robert seems, 
in fact, to have invited grim interpretations by including 
among the sculptures lying on the river bank a broken statue 
\ 
of Sainte Genevieve, patron saint of Paris, and a fragment of 
the municipal coat of arms sculpted in stone. 93 Interpre-
tation is speculative but it seems that this picture is a 
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vision of the city of Paris in ruin. 
Robert was far from alone with prophetic visions of doom 
in the last few years before the Revolution. By 1787 even 
courtiers had grown nervous about the country's desperate 
. d 1· . 1 . . 94 M d v· " L b economlc an po ltlca sltuatlon. a arne lgee- e run 
wrote in her memoirs of forebodings which she and Robert had 
witnessed while travelling together in 1788: 
A storm arose bringing an ominous yellow cast to the 
sky and thousands of lightening flashes. Enormous 
hailstones laid waste the whole country forty 
leagues around Paris .•• We seemed to see on that 
terrible day an omen of the misfortunes which, with-
out being an astrologer, one could have foretold.95 
Again Mercier is a cogent interpreter of the contempor-
ary emotional climate of Paris. In the Tableau de Paris he 
had recurrently prophesized the city's doom in passages such 
as the following: 
Est-ce la guerre, est-ce la peste, est-ce la Famine, 
est-ce un tremblement de terre, est-ce une inondation, , 
est-ce un incendie, est-ce une revolution politique 
qui aneantira cette superbe ville? Ou plut~t plusieurs 
causes reunies opereront-elles cette vaste destruc-
tion?96 
And continuing on the next page: 
Echappez, mon livre, echappez aux flammes ou aux 
barbares; d1tes aux generations futures ce que Paris 
a ete; dttes ... que je n'ai pas passe sous silence 
les poisons secrets qui donnent aux cites les agita-
tions de la maladie, et bientbt les convulsions de 
la mort. 
Mercier's novel had become so popular by the mid-1780's that 
a companion volume of illustrations engraved by the Swiss ar-
tist Balthazar Dunker was published in 1787. 97 The frontis-
piece (fig. 44) fully explained by a legend, represents a 
satyr (satire) who holds up a painting (tableau) to the face 
of an allegorical figure of the city of Paris. The latter, 
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already staggering under the weight of her crown (which is 
shaped in the form of the Bastille) trembles at the sight of 
her fate - the tableau de Paris is a scene of holocaust. 
The close ties of modern ruins paintings to current 
events made the genre naturally flourish during the Revolu-
tion, but, especially in Robert's case, the impulse to por-
tray these events was more than a documentary one. The full 
significance of his justly famous painting of the demolition 
of the Bastille, for example, far surpasses its value as re-
portage (fig. 45). To best understand it, however, the sub-
ject of the pendant picture which hung next to it in the 
Salon of 1789 must be considered. The pendant is lost today 
but was listed as a view of the river Seine "during the great 
freeze of the winter of last year'' (i.e., 1788). 98 
The freezing of the Seine, a rare occurrence, was one of 
the geological and climactic disturbances believed by pseudo-
scientific radicals in the 1780's to be caused by society's 
moral corruption. This theory of interaction between mass 
psychological forces and the physical environment was ulti-
mately an outgrowth of Newtonian physics, the cult of nature 
and various streams of occultism then popular in Paris. It 
linked mankind more closely than ever to the course of natu-
ral events. 99 Thus, in the early part of the decade, Pierre-
Henri Mallet had predicted that: 
le d~r~glement des saisons, un hivers long et extra-
ordinaire seront les dernieres marques de la caducite 
(de la nature). Le monde moral ne sera moins troubl~ 
que le physique. ,,100 
Conditions in Paris all too closely resembled that situation 
a few years later. A warning similar to Mallet's was issued 
L 
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by a radical Mesmerist, Jean-Louis Carra, who in 1785 pro-
claimed an imminent millenium on the basis of signs such as 
recent earthquakes and the freezing of the Seine in 1784. 101 
Robert perhaps paid little attention to such predictions when 
the Seine froze again in 1788, but he seems to have pondered 
their meaning in retrospect in 1789. His views of the Bas-




The formal solidity and warm light of Robert's Bastille 
painting evoke a feeling of watchfulness and suspense as the 
era of arbitrary rule drew to an end. The mood is neither 
superficially jubiliant nor sad. If anything, it is stunning-
ly realistic since it reminds the viewer that the formidable 
task of dismantling the Bastille was accomplished less by 
revolutionary zeal than by labor of the prosaic kind. Robert 
had perhaps cooly observed that if any new era of mankind 
were really in the making, its birth would require a good 
deal of dull work. His painting is so unflattering of the 
revolutionary effort that it possibly concealed a note of sat-
ire. It nevertheless unquestionably appealed to moderate rev-
olutionaries since it was purchased by Lafayette himself. 103 
Like many modern ruins, the building in question, the 
Bastille, had been disliked when whole, but when in ruin, 
gained interest as a symbol of the "creative destruction" of 
revolution. The extreme emphasis on flux and change clearly 
anticipates Romanticism's infatuation with instability. It 
reflects a new attitude towards material destruction which is 
more vividly illustrated in an anonymous canvas of ca. 1791 
entitled Allegory of the Revolution (fig, 46) recently pub-
lished by Werner Hoffman. 104 A statue of liberty is posed 
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buoyantly on a pedestal of ruin debris, with two ruinous tur-
rets of the Bastille serving as a backdrop. It is an exalta-
tion of destruction given heightened expression by dramatic 
lighting and surging compositional effects. Transience is 
in no way regretted; instead the spectacle of decay and trans-
formation is meant to dizzy reason through sensuous stimula-
tion and to provoke an almost religious experience. Like the 
Baroque altarpieces it stylistically recalls, this image 
arouses nebulous longings for a blissful future born rnirac-
ulously in the wake of destruction. The part played by the 
ruins, to emphasize a transcendance of order, is dependent 
upon the inspirational and regenerative overtones of ruin 
iconography in general in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century. In all cases, whole architecture is linked themat-
ically to a status quo situation, then increasingly to forms 
of social order and the limitations and repressions which the 
state of order was felt to have engendered. As disillusion-
ment with society grew in the eighteenth century, the same 
upheavals of material existence which had been traditionally 
accepted as proof of life's baseness and vanity reversed mean-
ing, as is visible in the Allegory of Revolution. Here the 
state of ruin is a sign of guarantee that social vitality, 
freedom and final justice have prevailed. 
Such glorification of destruction verges on fanaticism 
and is the projection of a troubled mind seeking immolation 
of a quasi-religious kind. It might even be said that a dis-
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tinguishing feature of revolutionary ruin imagery in general 
is that it expresses concern for, and often fascination with, 
powers transcending and absorbing the individual. De Machy 
exalts a state building program that lays individual dwellings 
to waste, Saint-Aubin conveys the thrill of destruction by 
collective efforts of urban renewal, Robert scrutinizes the 
operation of awesome, superhuman powers of decay in nature, 
time and history. None of these artists protested the injus-
tice of fate as Voltaire might have done as a young man; all 
instead seemed resigned to such realities and showed a deter-
mination to understand them however cruel or perplexing they 
may have appeared. 
There is a direct connection between this seemingly de-
tached pre-occupation with decay and Lucretian Epicureanism. 
The Graeco-Roman philosopher and poet, who also lived in a 
period of social crisis - "an age of mad ambition and mur-
derous class war", wrote R. E. Latham105 -had also illus-
trated the supremacy of nature over mankind with metaphors of 
architectural ruin. The following quotation from his De 
Rerum naturae could almost be mistaken for a late eighteenth 
century commentary on an exhibition of ruin paintings: 
... it is an established fact that everything is in 
perpetual flux ... Look about you and you will see 
the very stones mastered by age; tall towers in ruin 
and their masonry crumbling; temples and images of 
the gods defaced, their destined span not lengthened 
by any sanctity that avails against the laws of 
nature. The monuments of the great seem to ask us 
why we look there for immortality.l06 
Lucretius was of course widely read by the philosophes; Dora-
thy Schlegel has even called De Rerum naturae the eighteenth 
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century "naturalists' Bible."107 
Lucretius seems to have partially instigated the strang-
est kind of fresh ruin imagery of the revolutionary period; 
the imaginary ruin, representing architecture as if in decay 
when in actual fact it was still whole. Lucretian medlies of 
destruction often culminated in visions of cataclysm. In 
book IV of De Rerum naturae, for instance, the poet lists a 
series of calamities that could overwhelm man at any moment 
and then generalizes that "since the elements of which we see 
the world composed ·'·. all consist of bodies that are neither 
birthless nor deathless, we must believe the same of the 
world as a whole." 108 Passages of this kind were surely fam-
iliar to Mercier and other writers of the Enlightenment simi-
,.i; 
larly inclined to ruminate on theories of future cataclysm 
and world declension. In the Tableau de Paris, Mercier indul-
ges repeatedly in catastrophic speculation, envisioning, for 
example, the city of Paris reduced to a cloud of smoke. 109 
In the futuristic novel, L'An 2440, he visits Versailles in 
ruins to demonstrate the bitter Lucretian truth that the 
f . 11 . 110 forces o t1me are a -conquer1ng. Diderot, too, at mom-
ents of intense emotional transport, experienced similar 
f . . 111 visions o imag1nary ru1n. The philosopher, Constantin 
Volney, employed the literary device in a manner similar to 
Mercier's, assailing the small-minded vanity of contemporary 
society. In his sweeping history entitled Les Ruines, ou 
I 
meditation sur les empires, a Lucretian hymn to the rise and 
fall of great civilizations throughout history, he poses as a 
solitary visitor to ruined ancient cities and there imagines 
-~- -------------------~-----
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how one day a spectator like himself will philosophically med-
itate upon the ruins of Paris and London. 112 This prophesy 
had already been in part fulfilled two years before the pub-
ltcation of Les Ruines when Hubert Robert painted the demo-
lition of the Bastille in 1789 (see pp. 53-54). 
Robert proved to be an unrivalled master of the imagin-
ary ruin in the pictorial arts. Possibly the most intriguing 
and most misunderstood painting of the later eighteenth cen-
tury French school is a ruin of this kind: his famous Grand 
Gallery of the Louvre imagined in ruin, executed in 1790 (fig. 
47).113 
Just what the reason was to do this picture is something 
of an enigma. The ambiguity of its meaning has led one expert 
in eighteenth century art to call it a "light-hearted joke", 
while another has interpreted it as an expression of sorrow 
for personal loss suffered as a result of the Revolution. 114 
It is known to have been exhibited in the Salon of 1796 as a 
pendant to a renovation proposal for the Grand Gallery115 
(fig. 48) which Robert might conceivably have painted as early 
as the mid-1780's when he was on a royal commission delegated 
to plan conversion of the hall into a public art museum. 116 
The ruin view might possibly have been adjoined in a spirit 
of facetious self-advertisement since, as Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre pointed out in the Etudes de la Nature, beautiful 
buildings were the most likely ones to make beautiful ruins. 
Robert perhaps intended to pictorially demonstrate that the 
Grand Gallery, if renovated as he proposed, would indeed make 
. . f f . . 117 an imposlng ruln or uture generatlons to appreclate. 
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It is unlikely, however, that regret for personal loss 
was a motivating factor. In 1790, the year of the painting's 
execution, the Revolution was still in a stage of construe-
tive reform working toward the establishment of a constitu-
tional monarchy. Robert's entries in the Salons of 1789 and 
1791 suggest sympathy with the reform: in addition to the 
Bastille painting, he exhibited works whose titles are humor-
ously and forthrightly anticlerica1. 118 It was not until 1792 
that efforts of moderate factions to reach a bloodless settle-
ment of disorders were finally subverted, and up to that time, 
Robert would not have sustained much of a personal loss. The 
view of the Louvre in ruins belongs instead to a period of 
great optimism, and certain details unequivocally indicate 
that the artist meant this painting to be a statement of rev-
olutionary enthusiasm. 
First, the ruin, though on a grandiose scale, reflects 
no source of destruction other than great age. The building 
is experiencing, so to speak, a natural death: the kind 
which intellectuals of the eighteenth century had taken such 
pains to resign themselves to and understand. Also, there is 
activity taking place in the ruin, something which has been 
surprisingly overlooked. A seated artist is sketching the 
Apollo Belvedere with his back to the fallen Michelangelo 
Bound Slave. The latter, because of Michelangelo's links 
with the Vatican, is probably meant as a symbol of pre-revo-
lutionary bondage, overturned in the process of nature's 
"creative destruction", Meanwhile, the Apollo Belvedere, the 
very symbol of the Enalightenment, remains standing as a 
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guide to the future. As in many modern ruin views, the phe-
nomenon of transience appears to have stimulated thoughts on 
regeneration. Robert's view of the Louvre in ruins, though 
perhaps conceived with certain humorous intentions, is one of 
the most powerful expressions of the theme: regeneration 
through ruin. 
The period of optimism which inspired the imaginary ruin 
of the Louvre ended in late 1792, when control of the Revolu-
tion fell into the hands of the extremists. The course of 
events from then on is well known, culminating in the death 
of the royal family and in attempts to exterminate the aris-
tocracy and its sympathizers. As a final revenge against the 
Bourbon dynasty, the decision was made to desecrate the royal 
tombs of Saint-Denis, an action which popular opinion justi-
f . d . f 1 . 
119 R b t h 1e as a r1te o c eans1ng. o er c ose to represent 
this lurid episode which began on October 12, 1793, from with-
in the tomb itself, as a sort of fresh ruin (fig. 49). Iron-
ically it is his most impassive document of the Revolution, 
making its point through understatement. The event is report-
ed as a fait accompli. The tomb is cavernous and empty; the 
coffins are empty; the minds of the men completing the dese-
cration are likewise empty. The only remaining echo of the 
existence of the royal dynasty is a plaque inscribed with the 
name Louis XVI, which itself is ironic since Louis XVI had 
not been laid to rest here. 
As Robert stared into this gaping hole and meditated up-
on the extinction of a nearly thousand year old national in-
stitution, it is likely that for the first time since the 
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Revolution began, cares for his personal safety were weighing 
heavily on his mind. The Reign of Terror had begun and only 
a few days earlier Mercier and a group of Girondins had been 
arrested as security risks. Shortly before that, Volney, also 
a moderate, had been jailed as a counter-revolutionary. 120 
Robert's imprisonment on October 29, two weeks after the 
Saint-Denis crypt was opened, cannot therefore have come as a 
complete surprise. His subtle, aloof view of the tomb dese-
cration is all the more remarkable given the anxiety he must 
have then been experiencing. 
His incarceration lasted for the nine darkest months of 
h R 1 
. 121 t e evo utlon. The cause of the arrest is still unclear, 
but according to Robert's own account, he was sentenced to 
death and escaped the guillotine only by a mistake in iden-
tity. All the while he continued to paint and draw, choosing 
innocuous subjects from prison life such as inmates walking 
the halls or gathering on the stairs. Letters written by fel-
low prisoners speak of him as an entertaining and engaging 
companion, yet there is also evidence suggesting pre-occupa-
tion with spiritualism or mysticism. 
An often reproduced ink wash drawing representing him-
self in his jail cell merits attention in this regard (fig. 
50). The inscription, "Dum spiro spero", is a likely enough 
declaration of resignation to be made by an Enlightenment ar-
tist faced with adversity, but the drawing itself bespeaks a 
troubled spirit. The lighting is murky and disconcerting, 
the planar composition is almost hieratic and stark, and 
strangest of all, the figure is shrunken in scale, stiff and 
pitifully feeble. His presence is otherworldly and conveys 
suppressed feelings of despair and isolation. The theme of 
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the imprisoned artist was later to become a favorite subject 
for Romantics inclined to advertise their estrangement from 
society, but rarely did the nineteenth century see the theme 
as poignantly interpreted as in this Robert drawing. 
Another sign of spiritual pre-occupation during the 
prison period is an imaginary view of excavators transporting 
a newly unearthed statue of Minerva. Its allusion to wisdom 
and the study of mysteries is underlined by the inscription 
where the artist dedicated his "nocturnal occupations" to the 
122 goddess. He may have meant among other things the study 
of Egypt which he is known to have then been undertaking 
since he borrowed a book on the subject from another prison-
er.123 Throughout the eighteenth century, Egyptology had 
been linked with interests in death cults, mystery religions, 
124 
magic and the occult in general. 
Signs of a growing emotional insecurity and taste for 
mystification can be seen in several paintings of fresh ruins 
that postdate Robert's release from prison. The most cata-
clysmic image of his entire oeuvre dates from the period 
1797-1800 and seems related to the millenial fears (and 
hopes) sweeping Paris in the last decade of the century. It 
is a picture in oils on canvas representing the shattered 
walls and flying buttresses of the church of Saint-Jean-en-
Gr~ve as it was being torn down (fig. 51). A recently devel-
oped method of demolition employing fire had apparently been 
used to expedite the destruction, so dark fragments of archi-
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tecture frame a roaring blaze in the nave above which two 
bell towers ominously loom. 125 The forces of destruction ap-
pear so mighty and so final that possibly Robert was venting 
anxiety and frustration in a simulated holocaust. He was now 
in his late sixties, well past his peak of fame and a man of 
a bygone era. 
The year 1800 was the focal point of later eighteenth 
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cler of the times like J. B. Pujoulx expected such sweeping 
changes to occur in the century's last decade that he predict-
ed that the city and its people would be practically unrecog-
nizable afterwards. 127 Both his and Robert's expectations 
and suspense were doubtlessly intensified by the numerous 
building destructions then taking place. Paris was becoming, 
as Louis R~au put it, "un chantier de d~molitions" . 128 
Gothic churches were favorite targets of this revolution-
/ 
ary "vandalism" (Reau's unflattering term), and among the leg-
ion of artists who depicted the fresh ruins produced by the 
urbanization campaign, Robert was unsurpassed in power of 
. 129 \ 
express~on. The Saint-Jean-en-Greve picture and his view 
of the dismantling of the church Saint-Sauveur (fig. 52) 
prove that he was still the most exciting ruin painter of 
Paris at century's end. 
Modern ruin imagery was produced in profusion during the 
1790's and often conveyed a mood of agitation or anxiety in 
regard to the rapid changes taking place in Paris. De Machy 
did several views of gothic church demolitions where somber 
interiors or a night atmosphere considerably enhance the vis-
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ual appeal (fig. 29, 53). A little known artist, Sarrasin, 
nearly equalled Robert's power in a print of the ruins of the 
~ 
gothic church of the College des Bernardins, dating from 1797-
1800 (fig. 54). 
As tourists from England and the French provinces rushed 
to the capital to satiate their curiosity about the recent 
upheavals, a short-lived business of modern ruin views seems 
to have sprung up, to judge from the abundant examples of the 
genre in the Hennin and Destailleurs collections of the Bibli-
' N . 1 P . 130 L 1 /' l.gh h f otheque at~ona e, ar~s. ag ume s ~ ograp o ca. 
1814 (fig. 55) is of the most common type: it shows the half-
/ 
demolished church Saint-Andre-des-Arcs with the debris cleaned 
up for the tourist inspecting the site. It is an impressive 
enough ruin but lacks the impact of pictures done before 1800. 
The neat propriety of the state of despoilment in these later 
images all too clearly recalls the typical Roman vedute of 
the early eighteenth century. 
Appropriately, it was Hubert Robert who made the last 
major contribution to the genre of modern ruins in the revol-
utionary era. About 1807, he painted two canvases, presumed 
to be pendants, one showing the demolition of the Church of 
the Feuillants, and the other, an imaginary view of the Sor-
bonne Chapel in ruin (figs. 56, 57). The purpose of the pair-
ing is easy to guess since, before the Revolution, the Sor-
bonne had been a church-run college while the Feuillants had 
had strong aristocratic associations; its congregation had 
been traditionally one of the wealthiest of Paris, and during 
the Revolution a royalist faction, the Club des Feuillants, 
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had held their meetings there until the Jacobins came to pow-
er in 1792. 131 The ruin of these two buildings was thus a 
symbol of the final demise of the ancient regime. 
The Sorbonne picture is richer still in meaning because 
it is probably Robert's last - and most personal - statement 
of recognition of the special inspirational powers of ruins. 
The barrel vaulted chapel was converted after the Revolution 
into artists' studios, a change which seems to have triggered 
Robert's imagination. 132 Just as he had earlier visualized 
the eventual decay of a public art museum, the Louvre, here 
he pictured to himself how another place of artistic creation, 
the studio, would appear as a ruin endowed with a skylight by 
nature. The atmosphere of the interior is mysterious and un-
settling, but for "Robert des ruines", as he was then known, 
such an ambience was congenial to the inspiration sought by 
solitary artists like the one present in the lower left cor-
ner. Once again, Robert may be thought to have been simply 
humoring himself with a dream of decay, but to limit inter-
pretation there is perhaps to lose the picture's most pro-
found and evocative dimensions of meaning. 
Robert not only professed here his special affection for 
transience; he also clearly embodied his position as an art-
ist. His complacent observation of material decay made him 
an empiricist and thus a forerunner of nineteenth century 
Realism, but his choice of subject matter, rich in historical 
and philosophical associations, gave his imagination room to 
roam both back and forth in time. His breadth of inspiration 
was great enough to be nourished by the concerns of Neo-class-
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icism, but he also dealt with visionary elements of a futur-
istic and allegorical kind. His success as a poetic vision-
ary makes much of his work appear fully romantic, not pre-
romantic. 
As expectations of sudden and dramatic social change sub-
sided after 1800, the genre of fresh ruins lost its inspira-
tion. The swift rise and fall of the genre's popularity co-
incided with the build-up and dissipation of social unrest 
and millenial premonitions which plagued Paris in the second 
half of the eighteenth century. Predictably, modern ruin 
imagery made a comeback, albeit shortlived, in the 1870's, 
after the Commune and during Haussmann's urban prograrns. 133 
It has also begun reappearing with notable frequency in lit-
erature and the visual arts since the mid-1960's. 
L 
CONCLUSION 
Modern ruins, because they were dissociated from classi-
cal aesthetics, archaeology or escapism into the past, clari-
fy two aspects of eighteenth century ruin sensibility that 
have hitherto received little attention. First, they present 
a clear case where ruinous buildings appealed as ruins, sup-
porting current beliefs (or at least hopes) that the dynamic 
processes of existence were operating in the ultimate inter-
ests of mankind. Painfully self-conscious of social decad-
ence and inertia, intellectuals saw in phenomena of transi-
ence a vital element of the historical process: destruction 
was a prelude to regeneration. Saint-Au©in's view of the 
clearing of the Louvre is infused with the new attitude 
which celebrated havoc as a sign of progress. Robert's imag-
inary view of the Grand Gallery, a disguised allegory of the 
Revolution, presents grandiose architectural ruin as a symbol 
of social transformation in a similar spirit. 
Classical ruin imagery often served a comparable icono-
graphical purpose, referring to the overwhelming power of 
nature and time over the artifices of man. As numerous ex-
amples prove, the sight of a classical ruin was clearly con-
sidered to have an edifying, regenerative influence on the 
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viewer. The experience was, however, detached from contemp-
orary events and involved in nebulous, escapist emotions. 
This isolation from the real world in part explains why clas-
sical ruins survived as a major artistic genre in the nine-
teenth century while modern ruins appeared only at times of 
crisis, when premonitions of social change were most intense. 
Modern ruin views demonstrate secondly that the state of 
ruin in itself could be viewed as morally neutral. No longer 
was it necessarily a condition of corruption. Connoisseurs 
of ruins, such as Watelet, justified their interest in decay 
and overcame their inhibitions in regard to the ruin taboo by 
noting that material decay of architecture was a fact of ex-
istence so universal that it had engaged the attention of 
mankind at all times and in all places. The melancholy that 
both fresh and classical ruins might have induced in the 
minds of eighteenth century viewers was not considered a con-
suming lethargy but instead a very human condition of symp-
athy and appreciation for the mysterious processes of exist-
ence. The beauty of a ruin was fashioned by, and was there-
fore, in supreme harmony with nature; it was neither the pro-
duct of nor the flatterer of personal vanity. To the con-
trary, the sight of a ruin encouraged modesty and compassion 
while it served a warning to the frivolous, the heedless and 
the socially oppressive. The sentiment of melancholy itself 
was considered an antidote to the dulling and stifling influ-




1. From Italian Hours (Boston: Houghton and Mifflin, 1909), 
p. 229, quoted in Rose Macaulay, Pleasure of Ruins (New York: 
Walker and Co., 1966), frontispiece. 
2. Evidence of a patronizing conventional wisdom regarding 
the popularity of ruins in the eighteenth century is too 
abundant to cite in entirety. The bias colors most of Mac-
aulay's Pleasure of Ruins, a remarkable book otherwise. Much 
of Robert Rosenblum's Transformations in Late Ei hteenth Cen-
tury Art (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univ. Press, 1967 
places undue emphasis on signs of perversity, mock-serious-
ness and febrile escapism in ruin imagery. John McCormick 
and John Fleming adopt a similar posture of,condescension in 
their important article, "A Ruin Room by Clerisseau," Connois-
seur, vol. 149 (April, 1962), p. 242. The text of Paul Zuck-
er's anthology of ruin imagery, The Fascination of Decay (New 
Jersey: Gregg Press, 1968) frequently takes the conventional 
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Fig. 1. Martin Van Heemskerck. View of the Forum of Nerva, 
1532-1536. 
Fig. 2. Martin Van Heernskerck. Self-portrait with the Coli-
.§..§g!!!, 1553. 
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Fig. 3. Etienne du Ferae. The Thermae of Caracalla, mid-
sixteenth century. 
Fig. 4. Claude Lorrain. View of the Campo Vaccino, 1636. 
L 
Fig. 5. Louis-Nicolas Van Blarenberghe. Choiseul's cabinet or 
study, with ruin pictures by Hubert Robert. Detail of 
the Choiseul Box. 
Fig. 6. Jean-Laurent Le Geay. Flight into Egypt, 1768. 
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Fig. 7. Charles-Louis Clerlsseau. Ruin with a doorway, 
ca. 1762. 
" Fig. 8. Pierre- Adrien Paris. The Arch of Susa. 
L 
Fig. 9. Giovanni-Battista Piranesi. Frigidariurn of the baths 
of Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli, 1756. 
Fig. 10. Giovanni-Paola Panini. Architectural ruin, 1740. 








Artist sketching with the 
abbe de Saint-Non. 
Fig. 12. 
Hubert Robert. Artist 
sketching the Farnese 
vase before the Coliseum. 
L 
Fig. 14. Francois Boucher. Landscape with a watermill, 1743. 
/ 
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Fig. 15. Charles-Louis Clerisseau. Design for the Ruin Room 
at Trinita dei Monti, Rome, design executed in 1766. 
Fig. 17 I 
Simon Vouet. Allegory of 
the Human Soul, ca. 1625. 
Fig, 16. 
Frontispiece of I Dieci 
Libri Dell'Architettura 
di M. Vitruvio. Barbaro 
edition. Venice, 1556. 
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Fig. 18. Drawing by Augustin de Saint-Aubin, engraved by 
Fessard. Interior of the Chapel of the FoundlinB 
Hospital, Paris, 1759. 
Fig. 19. Joseph Vernet. Shipwreck, ca. 1740. 
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Fig. 20. 
Hubert Robert. Ruins of a 
Roman temple, ca. 1780. 
Fig. 21. Gabriel de Saint-Aubin. Pare Manceau, 1778. 
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Fig. 23. 
The Gothic fortress, Pare 
de Betz. 
Fig. 22. 
Drawing for ~ column-shaped 
residence, Desert de Retz, 
built in 1771. 
Fig. 24. Francois Boucher. Design for a diploma for the 
Freemasons of Bordeaux, ca. 1756 . 
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Fig. 25. Pierre-Antoine De Machy. Ruins of the Foire Saint-
Germain after the fire of 1762. 
Fig. 26. Pierre-Antoine De Machy. Ruiris of the Foire Saint-
Germain after the fire of 1762. 
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Fig. 27. Gabriel de Saint-Aubin. Six views of the ruins of 
the Foire Saint-Germain, 1762. 
Fig. 28. Detail of the above. 
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Fig. 29. Pierre-Antoine De Machy. Demolition of Saint-Jean-
en-Greve with Saint-Gervais in the background, 
ca. 1800. 
Fig. 30. Pierre-Antoine De Machy. Clearing of the Louvre 
Colonnade, ca. 1758. 





Fig. 32. Giovanni-Battista Panini. A Caprice with ruins, 1720. 
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Fig. 33. Drawing by Eisen, engraved by Le Bas. Frontispiece 
of La Font de Saint-Yenne, Reflexions sur quelques 
causes de l'etat present de la Peinture en France. 
Fig. 34. Drawing by Francois Blondel,' engraved by Gabriel de 





After Carmontelle. Portrait 
of Louis Petit de Bachaumont, 
17 61. 
Fig. 36. Hubert Robert. Artist drawing in ruins, 1786. 
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Fig. 37. Hubert Robert. Ruins of the slaughterhouse of the 
H~tel-Dieu, Paris, after the fire of 1772. 
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" Fig. 38. Hubert Robert. Ruins of the Salle du Legat of the 
Hotel-Dieu after the fire of 1772. 
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Fig. 39. Hubert Robert. Versailles. Demolition of the Bassin 
d'Apollon in 1775. 
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Fig. 40. Hubert Robert. Versailles. The Tapis Vert during 
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Fig. 41. Hubert Robert. Ruins of the Palais-Royal Opera 
House after the fire of 1781. 
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Fig. 42. Hubert Robert. Demolition of the houses on the Pont 
au Change in 1788. 
Fig. 43. Hubert Robert. Demolition of the houses on the Pont 
Notre·Dame in 1786. 
Fig. 44. 
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Balthazar Dunker. Frontispiece of Tableau de Paris, 
ou Explication de Differentes figures gravees a l'eau 
forte, pour servir aux diffdrentes Editions du Tab-
leau de Paris, par M. Mercier, 1787. 
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Fig. 45. Hubert Robert. The Bastille in the first days of its 
demolition, 1789. 
Fig. 46. Anonymous. Allegory of the Revolution, ca. 1790. 
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Fig. 47. Hubert Robert. Grand Gallery of the Louvre imagined 
in ruins, 1790. 
Fig. 48. Hubert Robert. Grand Gallery imagined as renovated 
as a public museum, 1790. 
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Fig. 49. Hubert Robert. Desecration of the Royal Tombs of 
Saint-Denis in 1793. 
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Fig. 50. Hubert Robert. Artist in his cell at Sainte-Pelagie 
Prison, 1793-1794. 
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Fig. 51. Hubert Robert. Demolition of Saint-Jean-en-Gr~ve, 
1797-1800. 
Fig. 52. Hubert Robert. Demolition of Saint-Sauveur, ca. 1785. 
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Fig. 53. Pierre-Antoine De Machy. Demolition of the Church of 
the Saints-Innocents, 1787. 
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Fig. 55. 
Laglum:. Demolition of 
Saint-Andre-des-Arcs, ca. 
1800. 
Fig. 54 . 
Sarrasin. Demolition of the 
church of the College des 
Bernardins, ca. 1797. 
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Fig. 56. Hubert Robert. Demolition of the Church of the 
Feuillants, ca. 1804. 
Fig. 57. Hubert Robert. Chapel of the Sorbonne imagined in 
ruins, ca. 1804. 
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Fig. 58. Hubert Robert. Demolition of the. Church of the Saints-
Innocents, ca. 1787. 
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